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Why not sign up to our card 

of the week email. Each week 

we feature a card, we show 

you how to make it and give 

you 10% off the items used, 

so sign up to our newsletter 

for card of the week and 

special offers. 

Visit our website to see the full range www.art-of-craft.co.uk
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EXCLUSIVE PROJECTS...EXCLUSIVE PROJECTS...       
34 New from Stamping Bella   
Brand new to the Curvy Girl range 

by Stamping Bella, these Christmas 

stamps are ideal for teenage girls. 

39 5 ways to emboss your sentiment 
We have � ve techniques for you to try 

to make sure your sentiment stands 

out from the crowd. 

42 Get arty!
Debbie von Grabler-Crozier gets arty with 

her craft stash to coordinate her backing 

papers and embellishments. 

44 Christmas at Dr Digi
For those who love digital crafting with 

a little extra humour, take a look at these 

festive delights – plus each reader can 

receive 20% o�  from their website, turn to 

page 44 to � nd out more! 

46 Stamping with Whimsy
Adorable Christmas mice from Whimsy 

Stamps are the main attraction of these 

seasonal makes.

48 Wonderful wings 
Take a look at how new contributor Kate 

Crane applies her mixed media style to 

create brayered backgrounds behind 

quirky stamped images with wings! 

51 Working with white 
sentiments
Three di� erent techniques to make 

sure your white sentiments pop! 

54 Masked brayering
Create a mask for your backgrounds and 

brayer over with ink.

56 Traditional Christmas
Take a look at Hunkydory’s brand new 

range for Christmas and enter the 

competition for a chance to win the set! 

58 Scene building 
Use these delightful little stamps from 

He� y Doodle to create your own stamped 

scenes! 

62 Textured elements
Jennifer Jackson from Newton’s Nook 

Designs has taken di� erent parts of a 

design and added texture – how clever! 

44

11 Pablo Penguin Stamp Set! 
You won’t be able to resist this 

sweet penguin, complete with an 

11-piece stamp set!

14 Santa! Craft Paper Collection
Featuring  fabulously fun and festive 

toppers, celebrating the big man 

this Christmas. 

20 Pastel Christmas Craft 
Paper Collection
Ideal for the party season, 

this elegant and subtle collection 

will appeal to any recipient.

25 Colour the stars
Your free digi download stamp for 

this month is Capricorn!

31 Bonus online download
Visit our Facebook page or website 

to download this digital collection 

absolutely free! 
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T HE W ISH LIST
Hello-ho-ho and welcome to the last Wish List of 2019! We’ve got brand-new releases to celebrate the upcoming 

brand-new year! Have no fear, we’ve not put Christmas behind us just yet, so there’s still plenty of festive inspiration 

to be found from your favourite brands. If you’re fi nishing your Christmas shopping and are looking for the perfect 

present for a fellow crafter, there’s plenty of gorgeous gift ideas to satisfy even the fussiest of friends! 

SHOPPING

Perfect papercutting
Check out The Crafter’s Guide to Papercutting, 

brand new from Search Press! Author Emily 

Hogarth brings you the complete guide to cutting 

paper for artworks, greetings cards, keepsakes, and 

more. The appeal of papercutting is that anyone 

can try it, the equipment is cheap, and the results 

are stunning. All you need is practice to perfect 

the art. This beautiful book will introduce you to 

the world of papercutting and show you how to 

create your own exquisite works of art. Beginners 

will have all the knowledge they need to get 

started: from basic techniques to creative step-

by-step projects. It's also a great resource for the 

more advanced papercutter: materials, techniques, 

and inspirational projects all feature. Learn about 

the history of papercutting and be inspired by the work from many international 

papercutting artists.

Order your copy today from www.searchpress.com or call them on 01892 510850.

Cute Christmas
Check out these super sweet stamps, brand new from Stamping Bella

for Christmas 2019! Choose from a vivacious variety of fun and quirky 

illustrated designs, including list-writing gnomes, turkey-riding kids and 

marvellous multitasking curvy girls! These gorgeous girls are intricately illustrated 

and ideal for celebrating a whole host of festive activities, from prosecco parties 

to ski slopes. Not only are there stamps in this fabulous festive release, 

but coordinating dies and bundles of bits to boot!

See the full range at www.stampingbella.com 

and order in the UK at www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

but coordinating dies and bundles of bits to boot!but coordinating dies and bundles of bits to boot!

Holtz holidays
A special festive collection from Tim 

Holtz and Stampers Anonymous? Merry 

Christmas to us all! This collection includes 

cling-mount rubber stamp sets featuring 

traditional, woodsy, vintage, modern and 

whimsy Christmas designs; plus layering 

and shifter stencils and new etcetera 

elements for all your holiday creations!

Get your gorgeous crafty goodies from 

www.afth.co.uk or call        01423 873739.

TURN TO PAGE 34 FOR A PROJECT 

USING THESE STAMPS!
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Eco-friendly 
ribbons

My favourite Christmas things

With glitter going green across the 

craft world, allow us to turn your 

attention to another environmental 

revolution: eco-friendly ribbon! Now 

there is a way to trim your trilby, 

frill your frock and customise your 

cushions while doing your bit for 

the environment. V V Rouleaux

have launched a range of ribbon 

that is made completely from 

recycled plastic bottles! Did you 

know that just seven one litre plastic 

bottles can produce 100 metres of 

beautiful ribbon? This wonderful 

new herringbone range comes in a 

variety of widths and colours, from 

Sissinghurst Pink to Lily of the Valley.

Find out more about this exciting 

new release and get yours today at 

www.vvrouleaux.com

WOW! Embossing really is determined to have us ‘ooh’ing 

and ‘aah’ing this Christmas! Check out their brand-new 

releases, starting with the Christmas Baubles stamp set. 

This A6 photopolymer stamp set will have you going 

back year after year to make your cards, with its 

traditional designs it embosses beautifully. Next, there’s 

All That Glitters. This set isn’t just normal WOW! Sparkles, 

it’s Sparkles on steroids! Super glittery, use them for making 

your own Christmas decorations. Set with mod lodge and they'll 

never shed. Finally, there’s all-new Sweet Treats embossing 

glitters! This set of six embossing glitters in a rainbow of 

colours can be used all year round...our favourites just HAVE 

to be Mint Chip and Frosting... just gorgeous!

Find out more and get yours from 

www.wowembossingpowder.co.uk (08707 778781).

Are you ready for festive crafting? You're in luck because My Favorite Things (MFT)

have just brought out their BIGGEST, merriest, jolliest release ever! From classic styles 

and sentiments to modern twists on Christmas icons, there’s brand-new stamps and 

dies galore in this joyous collection! Create the most charming holiday scenes and 

revel in classic Christmas feelings with this irresistible collection.

See the full collection and order from www.mftstamps.com

A WOW Christmas

See the full collection and order from 
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Crafter's Companion has launched the brand-new 

Vintage Lace addition to its Sara’s Signature range! 

This stunning papercraft collection includes a gorgeous 

array of lace-inspired dies, stamps and embossing 

folders combined with a timeless collection of 

patterned papers, sentiment rub-ons and stamps. 

Add a delicious colour palette, an abundance of 

pretty papers, ribbons, and � ower forming foam, 

and you have everything you need to create cards 

and gifts for all your family and friends. Perfect for all 

occasions, the timeless themes, styles and sentiments 

in this collection have all been designed to work 

together seamlessly, making it a must-have addition 

to your craft stash. The sentiments have been sized 

to work with the frames, and the butter� ies and � oral 

elements bring e� ortless elegance to your projects. 

Perfect for cards and gifts, mini books, journals, 

home decor, and much more.

See the full range and order today at 

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk 

or call 01388 66325.

Vintage lace

The astoundingly vibrant three-dimensional paper 

artworks in this book will stop paper art fans of all levels 

in their tracks. After the initial amazement, enjoy trying 

this method yourself, expanding your skills at your own 

pace with highly regarded artist Yulia Brodskaya's

guidance. Using two simple materials-paper and glue-

she's perfected the placement of carefully cut and bent 

strips of paper to "paint" images. Brodskaya o� ers not a 

predictable project book, but instead practical tips on 

how to work with her method in various ways of your 

own. See how this method gives new impact to lettering, 

nature themes, portraits, larger pieces, and experiments. 

Learn how to choose colors, the importance of testing 

compositions, which part of the image to start with, and 

when to consider it complete. Inspiring for its artworks 

alone, this is also a colorful starting point for anyone 

interested in working with paper, and full of practical ideas 

for artists who want to advance their creative thinking.

Visit www.artyulia.co.uk/book to � nd out more 

and purchase your copy!

Painting with paper

interested in working with paper, and full of practical ideas 

Dot art
Recreate two masterpieces in stickers!  

Van Gogh’s A Wheat� eld, with Cypresses

and Georges Seurat’s Bathers at Asnières

are two of the most famous and popular 

paintings in London’s National Gallery. 

Published in association with the National 

Gallery, the Dot Art Sticker Books from 

Prestel Publishing allow adults and 

children to understand how the two artists 

used colours to create vibrant and luminous 

scenes, resulting in the creation of works of 

art in stickers. Each book contains thousands 

of coloured round stickers 

and a poster “canvas” 

of coloured outlines. 

Readers simply match 

the stickers to the 

outlines to recreate 

the painting. With a 

handy folder-style 

� ap that allows for 

easy this activity book 

is perfect for hours 

of entertainment, 

relaxation or 

meditation.

Available from 

The National Gallery

and all good 

bookstores. Visit 

www.prestel.com or 

call 02073 235004.

Perfect for cards and gifts, mini books, journals, 
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USING YOUR...

Create your own scenes!

Colour any way you wish! 

We adore these cute hats! 

Perfect for winter birthdays 
as well as Christmas! Create your own scenes!Create your own scenes!

Colour any way you wish! Colour any way you wish! 

We adore these cute hats! We adore these cute hats! 

Perfect for winter birthdays 
as well as Christmas!

Perfect for winter birthdays 
as well as Christmas!

Perfect for winter birthdays Perfect for winter birthdays 
as well as Christmas!
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No one can resist a sweet penguin at Christmas... 

especially Pablo The Penguin, the cutest creature you’ll fi nd this 

festive season! Your exclusive 11-piece stamp set features beautiful 

hand illustrated penguin designs, perfect for all papercraft projects! 

Colour with your favourite pens to bring Pablo to life, personalising 

the vivacious and versatile stand-out sentiments across all your 

card creations this Christmas (and many more to come!).

Pablo The Penguin 
Stamp Set!

Christmas night 
Create a 9x10.5cm white card blank with the fold at the top. Trim backing 

paper to 8.5cm square and � x to the centre of the card front, leaving a narrow 

border around the bottom and 

side edges. Fussy cut a ‘Merry 

Christmas’ topper out and use 

foam pads to attach to the top of 

the card front. Stamp the penguins 

on a piece of white card in brown 

ink, colour with Copic markers and 

fussy cut around the edge. Add 

glitter both the penguin’s beaks 

and � x them to the card front 

using foam pads. Adhere some 

sequins and dots to the card front 

to � nish. 

Pablo & tree  
Create a top-folding white card blank measuring 10.5x14cm. Trim backing 

paper to 7x13cm and adhere to the right-hand side of the card front, leaving 

a narrow border around the top, 

bottom and right-side edges. Cut out 

a Christmas tree topper and � x to the 

left-hand side of the card front. Stamp 

a penguin onto a piece of white card 

in brown ink, colour with a selection of 

Copic markers. Add glitter to the beak 

when dry and fussy cut out. Fix Pablo to 

the lower half of the card front as shown 

using foam pads. Finish the card with a 

variety of sequins and enamel dots. 

the card front. Stamp the penguins 

What do I need?
Christmas night   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 
 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 
 Craft Paper Collection

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento
 Copic Markers

 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt
 Sequins

 Enamel dots

Guide to using Copic marker pens: 
Blue: ............. B37 (Sketch), B39 (Ciao), 

C9 (Sketch)
White: ......... B0000 (Sketch), C0 (Ciao), 

C1 (Ciao), C3 (Ciao)
Yellow: ....... Y11 (Ciao), Y04 (Sketch), 

Y13 (Sketch)
Orange: ...... YR12 (Sketch), YR16 (Ciao)
Green: ......... YG61 (Sketch), G21 (Ciao), 

G24 (Sketch)
Red: ................ R43 (Sketch), R35 (Ciao), 

R37 (Ciao)

What do I need?
Pablo & tree   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 

 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 

 Craft Paper Collection

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento

 Copic Markers

 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt

 Sequins

 Enamel dots
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Snowfl ake  
Create a top-folding blank from Kraft card measuring 10.5cm square. Trim backing paper to 

9.5cm square and � x to the card front. Trim a di� erent piece of backing paper to 10x4.5cm and 

mount on a panel of Kraft card measuring 10x3.5cm, 

side edges � ush. Fix horizontally two-thirds of the way 

down the card front. Trim white card to 8x6cm and 

mount on slightly larger Kraft card. Stamp a sentiment 

to the left of the panel and � x horizontally to the 

centre of the card front. Stamp the penguin on a piece 

of white card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers 

and trim around the edge, add glitter to the beak and 

fussy cut out. Use foam pads to � x Pablo to the right of 

the sentiment. Finish with a die-cut snow� ake adhered to 

the top left corner of the topper. 

Let it snow  
Use the second-largest die from the set to 

create a white circle card blank. Use the same 

die to cut out a circle of backing paper and 

distress the edges. Stamp a sentiment in 

brown ink to the bottom left of the card 

front. Stamp the penguin on a piece of white 

card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers 

and fussy cut out. Add glitter to the beak and 

� x Pablo to the right of the sentiment on the 

card front as shown using pads. Finish with a 

die-cut snow� ake � xed to the top left of the 

card front. 

Merry Christmas Pablo  
Create a top-folding blank from Kraft card measuring 

10.5cm square. Trim backing paper to 9.5cm square 

and � x to the card front. Trim a di� erent piece 

of backing paper to 10x4.5cm and mount on a 

panel of Kraft card measuring 10x3.5cm, side 

edges � ush. Fix horizontally two-thirds of the 

way down the card front. Trim white card to 

8x6cm and mount on slightly larger Kraft card. 

Stamp a sentiment to the left of the panel and � x 

horizontally to the centre of the card front. Stamp 

the penguin on a piece of white card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers and trim around 

the edge, add glitter to the beak and fussy cut out. Use foam pads to � x Pablo to the right of the 

sentiment. Finish with a die-cut snow� ake adhered to the top left corner of the topper. 

Warm wishes 
Create a top-folding white card blank measuring 12cm 

square. Trim backing paper to 11cm square and distress 

the edges. Adhere to the card front. Use the largest circle 

die to die-cut a circle from backing paper and distress 

the edges. Fix to the centre of the card front. Die-cut a 

small circle from white card and stamp a sentiment in 

brown ink to the centre of it. Distress the edges of the 

circle and attach to the card front as shown. Stamp the 

penguin on a piece of white card using brown ink, and 

colour with Copic markers. Fussy cut out and add glitter 

to the beak. Fix Pablo slightly to the right of the card front 

using foam pads. Use foam pads to � x the die-cut snow� ake 

to the top left of the card front to � nish. 

Use the second-largest die from the set to 

create a white circle card blank. Use the same 

die to cut out a circle of backing paper and 

distress the edges. Stamp a sentiment in 

brown ink to the bottom left of the card 

front. Stamp the penguin on a piece of white 

card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers 

and fussy cut out. Add glitter to the beak and 

� x Pablo to the right of the sentiment on the 

card front as shown using pads. Finish with a 

die-cut snow� ake � xed to the top left of the 

card front. 

Create a top-folding blank from Kraft card measuring 

10.5cm square. Trim backing paper to 9.5cm square 

Stamp a sentiment to the left of the panel and � x 

horizontally to the centre of the card front. Stamp 

the penguin on a piece of white card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers and trim around 

square. Trim backing paper to 11cm square and distress 

the edges. Adhere to the card front. Use the largest circle 

die to die-cut a circle from backing paper and distress 

the edges. Fix to the centre of the card front. Die-cut a 

small circle from white card and stamp a sentiment in 

brown ink to the centre of it. Distress the edges of the 

circle and attach to the card front as shown. Stamp the 

penguin on a piece of white card using brown ink, and 

colour with Copic markers. Fussy cut out and add glitter 

to the beak. Fix Pablo slightly to the right of the card front 

using foam pads. Use foam pads to � x the die-cut snow� ake 

What do I need?
Let it snow   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 

 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 

 Craft Paper Collection

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento

 Copic Markers

 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt

 Distressing Tool

 Large Nestabilities Standard Circles Dies 

 by Spellbinders

 Mama Elephant Snow Flurries Die Set 

 by Dies to Die For

What do I need?
Merry Christmas Pablo   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 
 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 
 Craft Paper Collection

 Kraft Card

 Copic Markers

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento
 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt
 Enamel dots

What do I need?
Warm wishes   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 
 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 
 Craft Paper Collection

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento
 Copic Markers

 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt
 Distressing Tool

 Large Nestabilities Standard Circles Dies 
 by Spellbinders

 Mama Elephant Snow Flurries Die Set 
 by Dies to Die For

9.5cm square and � x to the card front. Trim a di� erent piece of backing paper to 10x4.5cm and 

mount on a panel of Kraft card measuring 10x3.5cm, 

side edges � ush. Fix horizontally two-thirds of the way 

down the card front. Trim white card to 8x6cm and 

mount on slightly larger Kraft card. Stamp a sentiment 

to the left of the panel and � x horizontally to the 

centre of the card front. Stamp the penguin on a piece 

of white card in brown ink, colour with Copic markers 

and trim around the edge, add glitter to the beak and 

fussy cut out. Use foam pads to � x Pablo to the right of 

the sentiment. Finish with a die-cut snow� ake adhered to 

the top left corner of the topper. 

What do I need?
Snowfl ake   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Pablo the 

 Penguin Stamps & Pastel Christmas 

 Craft Paper Collection

 Kraft Card

 Copic Markers

 Glamour Dust Glitter by DecoArt

 Espresso Truffle Ink Pad by Memento

 Mama Elephant Snow Flurries Die Set 

 by Dies to Die For



COME AND SEE US AT A SHOW NEAR YOU OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

enquiries@stampersgrove.co.uk  Tel: 01835 870419

www.stampersgrove.co.uk

You will discover many of your favourite leading brands and designers including:

♦ PaperArtsy  ♦ Visible Image ♦ Aall and Create  ♦ Hobby Art  ♦ Sizzix ♦ Brushos  

♦ Ranger and much more!

Come and see us at the following events:

♦ ICHF Shows (Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester) ♦ Happy Stampers Festival (Port Sunlight)

♦ Stamperama Shows (Stevenage, Harrogate, Worthing, Newbury)

♦ Doncaster (Crafting Live and Stamp Magic)

♦ Papercraft and Stamping Show (The National Motorcycle Museum, Solihull)
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USING YOUR...

Perfect for the party season of the year, this elegant and exquisite 

Pastel Christmas CPC will appeal to any recipient! Subtle and yet 

oh-so-colourful, the papers and toppers coordinate beautifully 

and work with a huge variety of pastel and pale coloured card. 

Or, jazz it up and try out some brighter card backgrounds, 

it’s up to you! The delicate colours are ideal paired with 

creative embellishments too, such as ribbon and colourful 

gems to create bauble, wreath and light eff ects for 

that extra Christmas sparkle! 

Pa� el Chri� mas Craft 
Paper Colle� ion! 

These designs are suitable 
for cutting to any shape you 

wish - fussy cut, die-cut - the 
choice is yours!

This design doesn’t 
have to be used on 
Christmas cards! 
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No dies necessary!

Create your own clever decorations!

Perfect prints for lovely 
layering!
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Step into Christmas  
Create a white card blank measuring 14x33cm and score 

horizontally at 2.5cm, 5cm and 19cm Cut white card to 12x31cm 

and mount on pale green card measuring 13x32cm. Adhere to the 

card front. Use a black � ne liner to draw dotted lines of varying 

lengths vertically from the top of the card front as shown. Add 

colourful Diamond Sparkle gems along the lines to create a bauble 

e� ect. Trim pale green card to 13x1.5cm and � x horizontally to the 

bottom ‘stepper’ panel of 

the card front. Use a square 

die to die-cut a topper 

from backing paper and 

mount on a corresponding 

scallop square of pale 

green card and � x to the 

‘stepper’ panel at the 

bottom of the card front as 

shown. Finish with a few 

more gems either side of 

the topper. 

Christmas wreath  
Create a 15cm square 

white card blank. Trim 

white card to 13cm 

square and mount 

on pale green card 

measuring 14cm square. 

Fix to the card front. 

Cut out a topper from 

backing paper using a 

circle nesting die and 

matt using a scalloped 

circle die. Attach these to the centre of the card front using 

foam pads. Adhere a variety of Diamond Sparkle gems around 

the topper to � nish, either mixing colours randomly or following 

a pattern as shown. 

Merry Christmas 
Create a white card blank measuring 10x15cm. Trim backing 

paper to 10x5cm and adhere to the bottom of the card front, 

side and bottom edges � ush. Use a black � ne liner pen to draw 

dotted lines as shown, attaching self-adhesive gems to the 

bottoms of the vertical 

dotted lines to create a 

bauble e� ect. Die-cut 

a square topper and 

mount on white card, 

leaving a narrow border. 

Fix to the centre of the 

card front using foam 

pads to � nish. 

measuring 14cm square. 

Create a 15cm square 

white card blank. Trim 

white card to 13cm 

square and mount 

on pale green card 

measuring 14cm square. 

Fix to the card front. 

Cut out a topper from 

backing paper using a 

circle nesting die and 

matt using a scalloped 

circle die. Attach these to the centre of the card front using 

foam pads. Adhere a variety of Diamond Sparkle gems around 

the topper to � nish, either mixing colours randomly or following 

a pattern as shown. 

What do I need?
Step into Christmas   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Pale green card

 Black fine liner pen

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory

 Moonstone Square Nesting Dies 

 by Hunkydory

What do I need?
Merry Christmas   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Black fine liner pen

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory

 Square die

What do I need?
Christmas wreath 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Pale green card

 Black fine liner pen

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory
 Moonstone Circle Nesting Dies by Hunkydory
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Festive easel 
Score a large square of white 

card in half and place the 

largest circle die on the edge, 

overlapping slightly, to create 

the card blank. Score one 

panel in half to form the circle 

easel structure. Use the largest scalloped circle die to cut a circle from 

backing paper and adhere to the bottom of the easel card as shown. 

Die-cut three di� erent sized scallops from white card and die-cut two 

matching circles for the largest and smallest scallops from the same 

backing paper. Die-cut a circle topper to match the medium-sized 

scalloped circle. Use glue to mount each circle of backing paper onto 

its corresponding scalloped white card circle. Fix the largest panel to 

the top of the circle easel card front using foam pads. Use foam pads 

to � x the circle topper centrally on top. Tie a red organza ribbon into a 

bow around the smallest circle and � x to the bottom of the card front 

using foam pads to � nish.

All wrapped up 
Create a 16.5cm square white card blank. Trim backing paper to 

14.5cm square, mount on 15.5cm pastel green card and � x to 

the card front. Cut a di� erent backing paper to 10.5cm square 

and mount on pale green card, leaving a slight border. Fix to 

the centre of the card front using foam pads. Trim a matching 

piece of backing paper to 11.5x4cm and mount on pale green 

card measuring 11.5x5.5cm. Wrap red organza ribbon around 

the panel tying a bow at 

the front. Fix horizontally 

a third of the way down 

the card front as shown, 

using foam pads. Fussy 

cut a topper and adhere 

below the panel, adding 

a few colourful gems to 

the topper to � nish. 

Tall Christmas 
Create a 10x21cm white 

card blank. Trim backing 

paper to 8x19cm and 

mount on pale green 

card measuring 9x20cm. 

Adhere to the card front, 

leaving a narrow border. 

Fussy cut a topper of your choice from backing paper and 

use foam pads to � x to the centre of the card front to � nish. 

Score a large square of white 

card in half and place the 

largest circle die on the edge, 

overlapping slightly, to create 

the card blank. Score one 

panel in half to form the circle 

easel structure. Use the largest scalloped circle die to cut a circle from 

backing paper and adhere to the bottom of the easel card as shown. 

Die-cut three di� erent sized scallops from white card and die-cut two 

matching circles for the largest and smallest scallops from the same 

backing paper. Die-cut a circle topper to match the medium-sized 

scalloped circle. Use glue to mount each circle of backing paper onto 

its corresponding scalloped white card circle. Fix the largest panel to 

the top of the circle easel card front using foam pads. Use foam pads 

to � x the circle topper centrally on top. Tie a red organza ribbon into a 

bow around the smallest circle and � x to the bottom of the card front 

using foam pads to � nish.

the panel tying a bow at 

the front. Fix horizontally 

a third of the way down 

the card front as shown, 

using foam pads. Fussy 

cut a topper and adhere 

below the panel, adding 

a few colourful gems to 

the topper to � nish. 

What do I need?
All wrapped up 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Pastel green & pale green card

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory

 Red organza ribbon

What do I need?
Tall Christmas

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Pale green card

What do I need?
Festive easel       

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Moonstone Circle Nesting Dies by Hunkydory
 Red organza ribbon
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Peace, joy, love 
Create a top-folding card blank measuring 23x16cm from 

pastel green card. Trim backing paper to 22x10cm and 

� x to the bottom half of the card front, leaving a narrow 

border along the bottom and side edges. Cut three 

di� erent toppers from backing paper, each measuring 

5x11cm and mount each on separate pieces of 6x12cm 

white card panels. Fix the three panels vertically to the card 

front using foam pads, leaving small even gaps between 

each topper. Add 

coloured gems to 

the four corners 

of each topper 

and � nish the card 

with a red organza 

bow attached to 

the bottom of the 

centre topper. 

Festive gatefold    
Create a white card blank 

measuring 20x16.5cm and lay 

landscape on a scoreboard. 

Score vertically at 5cm and 

15cm. Cover the internal and 

external blank panels with 

backing paper, leaving a 

narrow border on each. Trim backing paper to 5x12cm and mount on 

slightly larger white card. Fix horizontally to the left-hand panel of the 

gatefold card front as shown, using foam pads. Trim a topper measuring 

5x12cm and mount on white card, leaving a narrow border. Use foam 

pads to � x vertically to the left-hand side of the card front. Finish with 

self-adhesive gems on each corner of the main topper.

measuring 20x16.5cm and lay 

Gift card
Create a 12.5x17.5cm white card blank with the fold at the top. Trim 

backing paper to 10.5x15.5cm and mount on pale green card measuring 

11.5x16.5cm. Fix to the card front using foam pads. Trim backing paper to 

9.5x4.5cm and mount on slightly larger pale green card. Wrap red organza 

ribbon horizontally around the panel, tie a bow at the front and � x down. 

Adhere the panel horizontally to the bottom of the card front, only using 

glue on the edges to leave a ‘pouch’. Trim a topper from the backing 

papers and mount on pale green 

card. Embellish with gems and 

punch a hole in the top right 

corner. Thread a small piece of 

red organza ribbon through the 

hole, tie and slip the panel into 

the ‘pouch’ made earlier. Finish 

the card with more coloured 

gems if you wish. 

What do I need?
Festive gatefold         

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory

What do I need?
Peace, joy, love

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Pastel green card

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory
 Red organza ribbon

glue on the edges to leave a ‘pouch’. Trim a topper from the backing 

papers and mount on pale green 

card. Embellish with gems and 

punch a hole in the top right 

corner. Thread a small piece of 

red organza ribbon through the 

hole, tie and slip the panel into 

the ‘pouch’ made earlier. Finish 

the card with more coloured 

gems if you wish. 

What do I need?
Gift card    

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Pale green card

 Diamond Sparkle gems by Hunkydory

 Red organza ribbon
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USING YOUR...

Have you ever wondered what Santa gets up to in his spare time? 

Wonder no more! Your Craft Paper Collection features fabulously fun and 

festive toppers, celebrating the big man this Christmas. If he’s not busy 

biking off  into the distance, he’s relaxing in the sunshine on a lovely 

beach – not without his famous hat though, of course! Pair with the 

colourful co-ordinating paper included in the collection, featuring bright 

knitted patterns, Christmas lights, starry nights and more! 

Santa! Craft 
Paper Colle� ion! 

Ideal if you prefer a more 
modern style! 

?????? ???????
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Use most of these papers 
all year round! 

Great for men too! 

We love the humour in 
these images – great for 

festive fun!
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Biking home for Christmas  
Create a 17.5x12.5cm white card blank with the fold at the 

top. Cut eight strips from red backing paper measuring 

1.5x17.5cm. Cut eleven 1.5x12.5cm strips from white backing 

paper. Lay the red strips across the length of the card and 

weave in the white stripes. Use glue to stick down the ends 

of each strip to keep everything lined up and secured to the 

card front. Trim a topper measuring 9.5cm square and double 

mount on 10cm 

square black card, 

then 10.5cm square 

silver glitter card. 

Fix to the centre of 

the card front using 

foam pads to � nish.

Fun & festive  
Create a top-

folding white card 

blank measuring 

17.5x12.5cm. Cut 

a piece of backing 

paper to 17x12cm 

and � x to the card 

front. Trim a topper 

with rounded corners to 13.5x9cm and mount on red card with 

rounded corners, measuring 14.5x10cm. Fix the topper towards 

the bottom right of the card. Die-cut a 7cm stitched circle from 

red card. Stamp a sentiment onto white card and die-cut out 

using a 6.5cm scallop circle die. Mount onto the red stitched 

circle using foam pads. Finish the card by attaching the circles 

to the top left of the card using foam pads. 

Do not disturb 
Create a 17.5x12.5cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Trim backing paper to 17.5x6.5cm and � x to the bottom of 

the card front, side and bottom edges � ush. Cut white card to 

17.5x0.5cm and double mount on red card measuring 17.5x1cm, 

then silver mirri card measuring 17.5x1.5cm. Fix the layered 

strips to the card front, just covering the backing paper section. 

Cut eight pieces of backing paper to 1.5x2cm and cut a � ag tail 

into one 1.5cm end of each. Attach all � ag shapes to a piece of red 

and white twine, tying the ends into bows. Add some foam pads 

onto the back of each 

� ag shape and stick 

along the top of the 

card as shown. Fussy 

cut a topper and stick 

to the centre of the card 

front using foam pads.

with rounded corners to 13.5x9cm and mount on red card with 

Create a top-

folding white card 

blank measuring 

17.5x12.5cm. Cut 

a piece of backing 

paper to 17x12cm 

and � x to the card 

front. Trim a topper 

with rounded corners to 13.5x9cm and mount on red card with 

rounded corners, measuring 14.5x10cm. Fix the topper towards 

the bottom right of the card. Die-cut a 7cm stitched circle from 

red card. Stamp a sentiment onto white card and die-cut out 

using a 6.5cm scallop circle die. Mount onto the red stitched 

circle using foam pads. Finish the card by attaching the circles 

to the top left of the card using foam pads. 

What do I need?
Biking home for Christmas  

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Black & silver glitter card

What do I need?
Do not disturb   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Red & silver mirri card

 Red & white twine

What do I need?
Fun & festive 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Red card

 7cm stitched circle die

 6.5 scallop circled die
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Joy of the season 
Create a top-folding white card 

blank measuring 15cm square. 

Cut backing paper to 13cm 

square and mount on silver 

mirri card measuring 14cm square. Fix to the card blank using foam 

pads. Trim a topper to 11x8cm and adhere to slightly larger silver mirri 

card. Use foam pads to � x to the upper half of the card front. Stamp a 

sentiment onto a piece of 11x2.5cm white card and mount on silver 

mirri card, leaving a narrow border. Use foam pads to adhere 

the sentiment below the topper to � nish. 

Christmas easel  
Create a white card blank measuring 15cm square. Open up the card 

blank and score along the long side at 7.5cm, fold, burnishing the score 

line to keep it smooth. Cut backing paper to 14cm square and � x inside 

the card blank, on the side without the score line. Cut di� erent backing 

paper to 14x7cm and adhere to the front folded panel, leaving a narrow 

border. Cut a topper to 11.5x9cm and mount on 12x10cm red card. 

Fix to the front folded panel of the card front as shown. Cut a piece of 

backing paper to 15x2.5cm and double mount on red card measuring 

15x3.5cm, then white card measuring 15x4cm. Add foam pads to the 

back of the mounted strops 

and � x to the base of the card 

blank. This is the stopper to keep 

the easel fold upright. Finish 

by stamping a sentiment onto 

white card measuring 7x2.5cm 

and use foam pads to � x the 

centre of the stopper.

Let it snow 
Create a 17.5x12.5cm 

red card blank with 

the fold at the top. 

Trim backing paper to 

17x12cm and � x to the 

centre of the card front. 

Trim di� erent backing 

paper to 9.5x5.5cm 

and mount on slightly 

larger red card. Attach 

to the top left of the card blank. 

Trim a topper to 13.5x7.5cm and mount on red card, leaving 

a narrow border. Use foam pads to � x the topper to the lower 

right of the card front. Die-cut a 5cm circle from red card and 

mount on a 6.5cm scallop circle die-cut from silver glitter card. 

Add a die-cut sentiment to the red circle and � x to the join 

between the two toppers on the card as shown using foam 

pads. Finish with decorative embellishments of your choice.

Create a top-folding white card 

blank measuring 15cm square. 

Cut backing paper to 13cm 

square and mount on silver 

mirri card measuring 14cm square. Fix to the card blank using foam 

pads. Trim a topper to 11x8cm and adhere to slightly larger silver mirri 

card. Use foam pads to � x to the upper half of the card front. Stamp a 

sentiment onto a piece of 11x2.5cm white card and mount on silver 

mirri card, leaving a narrow border. Use foam pads to adhere 

the sentiment below the topper to � nish. 

blank and score along the long side at 7.5cm, fold, burnishing the score 

line to keep it smooth. Cut backing paper to 14cm square and � x inside 

the card blank, on the side without the score line. Cut di� erent backing 

paper to 14x7cm and adhere to the front folded panel, leaving a narrow 

blank. This is the stopper to keep 

15x3.5cm, then white card measuring 15x4cm. Add foam pads to the 

back of the mounted strops 

and � x to the base of the card 

blank. This is the stopper to keep 

the easel fold upright. Finish 

by stamping a sentiment onto 

white card measuring 7x2.5cm 

and use foam pads to � x the 

centre of the stopper.

What do I need?
Let it snow

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 Red & silver glitter card

 5cm circle die

 6.5cm scallop circle die 

 Die-cut sentiment

 Embellishments (self-adhesive gems)

mirri card measuring 14cm square. Fix to the card blank using foam 

What do I need?
Joy of the season       

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Silver mirri card

What do I need?
Christmas easel  

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Red card

 Scoreboard
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Happy Christmas 
Create a 12.5x17.5cm red card blank. Trim backing paper to 

12.5x13.5cm and � x to the bottom of the card front, side and 

bottom edges � ush. Trim red glitter card to 12.5x1cm and 

stick to the top edge of the backing paper on the card front as 

shown. Trim a topper measuring 9.5x10cm and double mount 

on slightly larger red, then white card. Fix to the upper half of 

the card front using foam pads. Stamp a sentiment onto white 

card measuring 

10.5x4cm and mount 

on red card, leaving 

a narrow border. 

Use foam pads to 

� x the sentiment to 

the lower half of the 

card front to � nish. 

Christmas circle    
Create a 15cm diameter 

circle card blank from 

red card. On the inside 

bottom of the card, cut 

a very small straight line 

to help to land the card 

and stop it from rolling. 

Trim backing paper to 

13cm diameter and 

mount on silver mirri card measuring 14cm in diameter. 

Adhere these to the centre of the card front. Die-cut a topper 

measuring 11cm in diameter and mount on a slightly larger circle 

of red card. Fix to the card front using foam pads. Finish with a 

Red and white bow and a self-adhesive gem. 

Christmas circle    
Create a 15cm diameter 

a very small straight line 

to help to land the card 

and stop it from rolling. 

Celebration!
Create a top-folding white card blank measuring 15cm square. 

Cut a 14cm square from backing paper and adhere to the card 

front. Trim a di� erent piece of backing paper to 2.5x15cm and 

mount on a slightly larger strip of red card, top and bottom edges 

� ush. Fix vertically to the right-hand side of the card front. Fussy cut 

out a Santa topper and � x to the card front as shown using foam 

pads. Stamp a sentiment 

onto a piece of white 

card measuring 9x1.5cm 

and mount on red card, 

leaving a narrow border. 

Use foam pads to attach 

the sentiment above the 

topper to � nish. 

What do I need?
Christmas circle   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Red & silver mirri card

 Red and white bow

 Self-adhesive gem

Christmas circle    
Create a 15cm diameter 

circle card blank from 

red card. On the inside 

bottom of the card, cut 

a very small straight line 

to help to land the card 

and stop it from rolling. 

Trim backing paper to 

13cm diameter and 

mount on silver mirri card measuring 14cm in diameter. 

Adhere these to the centre of the card front. Die-cut a topper 

measuring 11cm in diameter and mount on a slightly larger circle 

of red card. Fix to the card front using foam pads. Finish with a 

Red and white bow and a self-adhesive gem. 

What do I need?
Happy Christmas

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 Red & red glitter card

pads. Stamp a sentiment 

onto a piece of white 

card measuring 9x1.5cm 

and mount on red card, 

leaving a narrow border. 

Use foam pads to attach 

the sentiment above the 

topper to � nish. 

What do I need?
Celebration!   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection

 Red card
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1
Create a 10.5x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Re-size the digital image to 11cm 

high and print on white card. 

Colour the image using the markers listed. 

3
Trim the image panel to measure 

10.5x13.5cm, keeping the image 

to the left. 

4
Cut a piece of glitter card and red 

text paper to 10.5x4cm and die-cut 

a border along the top edge. 

Colour the � ars 
Designed by

Faye Wynn-Jones

FREE DIGITAL DOWNLOAD STAMP

Each issue, Copic colouring expert Faye Wynn-Jones demonstrates an idea 

using the free star sign digi download we provide you with every edition! 

This issue it’s all about Capricorn!

5
Fix the 

image to the 

top of the card front 

and the papers to the bottom. 

6
Stamp a border from the FaDoodles 

stamp set around the edges of the 

card front using black ink.

Print out as many 
times as and when 

you need to! 

Capricorn 22nd December - 20th January
Capricorns are driven, responsible and very disciplined. They 
can be, however, condescending and a little bit of a know-it-all. 
Capricorns are incredibly family orientated and traditional. 

What do I need?
 Making Cards & Papercraft Capricorn 

 digi stamp

 Computer & printer 

 White card

 Selection of Copic marker pens 

 6x6 Birthday Blowout paper pad by MFT 

 Neutrals Glitter paper pad by Concord & 9th

 Stitched Scallop Basic Edges 2 die set 

 by Die-Namics

 Die-cutting machine 

 FaDoodles stamp set by Whimsy Stamps

 Black inkpad

Where can I buy it?
Paper pad & dies available from 

www.diestodiefor.com (020 8224 9101)

Guide to using Copic marker pens:
Skin: .................... E0000 (Sketch), E000 (Ciao), 

E00 (Ciao), 
BV20 (Sketch)

Hair: .................... Y26 (Sketch), YR23 (Ciao), 
E35 (Ciao), E99 (Sketch)

Eyes: ..................... B60 (Ciao), B63 (Sketch)
Dress: ................. R21 (Sketch), R14 (Ciao), R05 (Ciao), 

R39 (Sketch)

New for 2020!

STARTING IN THE JANUARY EDITION, WE WILL BE 

BRINGING YOU A DIFFERENT SET OF DIGI STAMPS 

THAT YOU CAN DOWNLOAD - ANIMALS! STARTING 

WITH THIS LOVELY IMAGE FOR DOG LOVERS!

Each issue you will be able to 
download the digi stamp used in 

this project for free! Simply visit 
www.makingcardsmagazine.com 

and click on 'blog' to download 
your CAPRICORN stamp today! 

Free for 
every reader!
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GREAT SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!

After your fi fth issue your Direct Debit automatically goes onto a £9.99 rate thereafter. UK off er only. Ends 11th December 2019. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY - SAVE £££s!    
making-cards.uk/WORTHIT    
subscriptions@warnersgroup.co.uk 01778 395 171

Promo code: MACD/2019/WORTHIT

➜

➜

•  Save money on EVERY issue

•  Get your copies before 
they hit the shops 

•  Delivered FREE straight 
to your door

•  Step-by-step projects
for all levels

•  Crafty competitions 
and prizes 

•  Amazing special o� ers

FOR JUST 
5 ISSUES 

DON’T MISS OUT! 

£5!
BE THE 

CRAFTER YOU 

DREAM OF 

BEING!

& PAPERCRAFT



   

Faye explains why a MC&P subscription’s worth 
is far more than just � nancial...

How did you discover your passion 

for all things papercraft?  

I’ve always been creative. I trained as a pastry 

chef. I loved having a pile of ingredients and 

turning it into something pretty to look at and 

eat. Before I got married, I found that there were 

no wedding invitations I liked in the shops and 

decided to make my own. Starting with a pile of 

� our is not that di� erent to starting with a pile 

of paper. I made our wedding invitations and 

that was it! The papercraft bug had bitten. 

What advice would you give to paper artists 

chasing the dream of being successful? 

Practise, practise, practise. Soak up as much 

information as you can; read craft magazines, 

follow people whose work you like the style 

of, watch videos, take classes and practice 

some more. But you also need to share your 

own creations, be that via a blog, Facebook, or 

Instagram. Many companies � nd artists they 

would like to work with by watching social 

media outlets and you may just � nd yourself 

headhunted!

What would you say to creatives who are 

scared to try a new technique?

It’s only paper. Worse case scenario, it goes in 

the bin and you start again. You will not have a 

Head Chef yelling at you because he wants 300 

hot mince pies � ve minutes ago and they’re 

still in the freezer. See? Easy.

How can MC&P magazine help 

readers develop? 

MC&P is absolutely crammed full of inspiration 

from a variety of paper crafters with di� erent 

styles and using di� erent techniques; 

mixed media, colouring and die cutting. 

It’s all covered, which is brilliant when you’re 

starting out and not sure what to try. 

Once you’ve chosen what to have a go at, 

each project is laid out with clear instructions 

and lists of stockists. I get twitchy � ngers after 

I’ve devoured an issue.

How can MC&P help readers to achieve 

their creative dreams?

It’s such an informative and educational 

magazine, providing on trend inspiration 

and tutorials on techniques to try. It really 

is all about the practise. MC&P will inspire 

you to do that!

What would you say to a creative who is 

stuck in a rut?

Don’t beat yourself up. The harder you try, 

the more forced a project becomes. You will 

not enjoy the creative process and you’ll hate 

the end result.

How do you personally recover from these 

moments of self-doubt? 

I stop, walk away and take a break. It might be 

ten minutes; it might be a day or a week. Nine 

times out of ten, when I come back, whatever I 

was doing doesn’t look as bad as I thought and 

because my mind is in a more positive place 

than if I had tried to force it, 

I can complete the work.

Come on – 5 issues for £5 is an absolute 

bargain, right? 

Absolutely! Not only is the magazine full of 

projects, you get free crafty paper stash you 

couldn’t buy for £5.

What do you gain from MC&P magazine? 

Inspiration! It really is priceless.

Why is a reader missing out by not 

subscribing?

Subscriptions bring the price of the magazine 

down considerably, giving great value for 

money. A subscription will be delivered to your 

door (for free), ahead of shop release (so you 

get a peek before everyone else) and there are 

often prizes for subscribers too!

Faye Wynn-Jones is one of our regular card contributors and has taken time 
out of the craft room to catch up with you readers! Faye currently works for 
crafty brand Copic and teaches across the country. She even designs for 
several stamp companies and has demonstrated on T.V.! Find out about 
her inspirational design journey… 

So what are you waiting for? Nurture that curiosity for craft! 
Subscribe today with this sensational o� er and never miss a project, 
issue or craft paper set! It’s just £1 an issue to reach your goals! 

BAG YOURSELF 5 ISSUES FOR £5! 
THAT’S JUST £1 AN ISSUE TO REACH YOUR GOALS

An exclusive interview with... Faye Wynn-Jones!

“Not only is MC&P magazine 
full of projects, you also get 

a free crafty paper stash 
you couldn’t buy for £5!”

It’s all covered, which is brilliant when you’re 

Once you’ve chosen what to have a go at, 

each project is laid out with clear instructions 

and lists of stockists. I get twitchy � ngers after 

How can MC&P help readers to achieve 

It’s such an informative and educational 

magazine, providing on trend inspiration 

and tutorials on techniques to try. It really 

than if I had tried to force it, 
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Speedy writing! 
Perfect for fast thinkers, left-handers; note-

taking, doodling, Christmas card writing 

and more; the new range of BIC Gel-ocity pens promises 

no nasty smudges in beautiful colours. O� ering a new way 

to experience writing, the pens ultra-fast drying ink allows 

for a smooth gliding pen to paper and MC&P has 

two sets to giveaway! With a 0.7mm point, the 

new design lights up the page with 13 luminous 

ink options adding a pop of colour while the 

the full-grip barrel is made for the 

ultimate writing comfort and 

better handling allowing for 

the speediest writing yet!

BIC Gelocity Quick Dry 

Gel Pens are available in 

most major retailers in a 

variety of pack sizes. Visit 

www.bicworld.com

to � nd out more! 

PRIZES FOR YOU

COMPETITION

Here’s your chance to win lots of fabulous prizes and boost your craft stash! To enter, simply visit 

our website or send us your address on a postcard listing the giveaways you are interested in. 

The closing date for all entries is 31st December 2019.

Enter online:

www.makingcardsmagazine.com
Or post your entry to: Prizes for You December, Making Cards & Papercraft, Warners Group Publications, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH. 

(Please state if you do not wish Warners Group Plc to contact you regarding their products or services that may be of interest or for your details to be shared with reputable third party companies)

For more competition information please visit www.warnersgroup.co.uk/competition-terms/

ENTER 
ONLINE!

Introducing... Sunshine and Bees 
We’re thrilled for MC&P contributors Jeni and Janet 

Machon who have launched their own brand of stamps 

– Sunhine and Bee Designs! “I love colouring cute critters 

and � orals, so this had to be the theme for this release” 

says Jeni, “I decided on the name because my � rst dog, an English 

Springer Spaniel was called Summer, and my other dog Milly loves her 

bee toy!” Each lucky winner will receive the Buzzing Bees, Woodland Fox, 

Festive Robins and Winter Poinsettia Stamp Sets all made in the 

UK from high quality photopolymer. 

Check out social media for more releases! 

Facebook; @sunshinebeedesigns, Instagram; @sunshinebeedesigns

Lawn Fawn  
Lawn Fawn has kindly o� ered three lucky winners a set of 

fabulous products including the new Winter Narwhal stamp 

set and coordinating die, and the Cake Slice Box and Cake 

Slice Box Pie Add-On die set! Lawn Fawn is renowned for 

creating fabulous products and these are no exception! 

Compatible with leading die-cutting machines they’ll have 

you creating wonderful papercraft 

projects in no time! 

View the full range at 

www.lawnfawn.com 

WON!
sets to be

3

WON!
sets to be

2

WON!
sets to be

3
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Designed by
Sally stirling

Dear Santa  
Create a white card blank measuring 12x14.5cm with the fold on the top edge. 

Trim a piece of blue backing paper to measure 11x13.5cm, mount onto black 

card measuring 11.5x14cm and � x to the card front. Trim around the topper 

shown to measure 9x10.5cm, mount onto black card measuring 9.5x11cm and 

� x to the top half of the card front to � nish. 

Santa whispers   
Cut and fold white card to create a card blank with the fold on the top 

edge measuring 11.5cm square. Trim the red backing paper to measure 

10cm square and mount onto black card measuring 10.5cm square. 

Fix to the centre of the card front using foam pads. Trim around the 

topper shown to measure 9.5x7.5cm and mount onto black card 

measuring 10x8cm. Fix to the card front at an angle as shown. 

Christmas presents   
Create a white card blank measuring 14.5x15cm. Trim the blue backing paper 

to measure 13.5x14cm and mount onto black card measuring 14x14.5cm. 

Fix to the centre of the card front. Trim the red backing paper to measure 

10x10.5cm and mount onto black card measuring 10.5x11cm. Fix just left 

of centre. Trim the topper to measure 9x9.5cm and mount onto black card 

measuring 9.5x10cm. Fix just right of centre. Attach three gold 

buttons vertically as shown to � nish. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 Free Digital Craft Paper Collection

 White and black card 

 Gold buttons 

USING YOUR...

With every edition of this magazine we provide you with a bonus set of craft papers in digital format! The best 

thing is about this is that after you’ve easily accessed the set you can save and print them out to use as many 

times as you wish! To get your hands on this great ‘Retro Christmas’ set simply visit our Facebook page and 

click on the link on the left that says ‘Free Craft Papers’ or alternatively head straight to our website! 

VISIT OUR BLOG FOR 
ANOTHER CARD IDEA!

Free digial 
Craft Paper Colle� ion
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Designed by
Elaine Hughes  

STAMPING, COLOURING  

Brand new to the Curvy Girl range by Stamping Bella, these rubber stamps are ideal for 

sending Christmas cards to teenage girls – plus some of the images can be adapted 

for birthday cards this time of year! 

New from 
Stamping Bella

Cheers   

1
Create a 14cm square white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Trim gold 

glitter card to 0.5cm narrower than the 

card and adhere to the card front. 

2
Use black ink to stamp the image 

on blending card, then colour using 

Copic marker pens. 

3
Trim the image to 9x14cm, and 

mount on red card leaving a thin 

border on the left and right sides.

4
Fix the panel to the centre of the card 

front. 

5
Take some glitter pens in shades of 

yellow and gold, along with a white 

gel pen and use a dotting technique to 

create a sparkly sequin e� ect on the bow.

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Make it Colour blending card 

 Selection of Copic marker pens 
 Extreme Black Hybrid inkpad by MFT 

Cheers    
All items above plus:

 Gold glitter card 

 Red card

 Curvy Girl with Bubbly stamp 
 by Stamping Bella

 Glitter pens

 White gel pen

Copic marker pens have 
been used to colour these 
images, but you can use 
any medium you wish! 

We love the way Elaine 
has created her own 

glitter effect on the bow, 
simply by dotting glitter 

pens and a white gel pen! 

PRODUCT CHECK! 

Elaine stamped the 
images onto Make it 
Colour blending card, 
as it works well when 
colouring with alcohol 

markers!  

Where can I buy it?
Stamping Bella stamps available from 

www.diestodiefor.com (02082 249101)

Make it Colour blending card available from 

www.quixoticcards.com

BRAND 
NEW 

PRODUCTS!
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3
Trim gold glitter card to 13.5cm 

square. Layer the image panel in 

the centre. 

4
Take a narrow strip of vellum and 

stamp the sentiment using black ink. 

Adhere across the image using vellum 

glue dots, trimming them � ush with the 

left and right edges of the panel. 

5
Attach the panel to the centre of the 

card front. 

6
Embellish using red and gold sequins 

randomly around the panel, adhering 

using multi medium matt adhesive.

What do I need?
Merry everything  
All items at start plus:

 Gold glitter card 

 Curvy Girl and Her Tree & Holiday Sentiment 
 stamps by Stamping Bella

 Vellum

 Red & gold sequins

 Multi medium matte glue by Ranger

Merry everything  
1

Create a 14cm square top folding 

card blank from white card. 2
Stamp the image using black ink on 

blending card, then colour using 

Copic marker pens. Trim the image to 

13cm square.

Holiday greetings  

1
Create an A6 white card blank with 

the fold at the top. Trim pink glitter 

card to 0.5cm narrower than the card 

front and stick in place.

2
Stamp the image using black ink on 

blending card, then colour using 

Copic markers.

3
Trim the stamped image to 0.5cm 

narrower than the glitter card.

What do I need?
Holiday greetings  
All items at start plus:

 Pink glitter card

 Curvy Girl Loves To Ski & Holiday 

 Sentiments stamps by Stamping Bella

 Jet Black Archival inkpad  

 Vellum

 Vellum glue dots

 Multi medium matte glue by Ranger

 Snowflake & circular sequins

4
Stamp the 

sentiment onto a 

narrow strip of vellum 

using black ink. Trim to 

the width of the image 

panel and adhere using 

vellum glue dots.

5
Adhere the image 

panel to the 

card front. 

6
Take an assortment 

of round and 

snow� ake sequins 

and add randomly 

around the card front, 

using multi medium 

matte glue. 
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INTERVIEW

Notonthehighstreet actually started 

around a little kitchen table! Can you 

tell us more about that? 

Holly Tucker (MBE) and Sophie Cornish 

(MBE) set up the business in 2006 having 

recognised that customers wanted 

products that were more thoughtful, 

unique and personal, and that technology 

could connect thousands of independent 

businesses with customers around the 

world. They � rst spoke about the idea 

for the business around a kitchen table, 

and went from there to build a hugely 

successful marketplace. We recently 

celebrated our 13th birthday! 

What makes your brand di� erent? 

We’re a curated online marketplace, 

which makes us di� erent to others as 

we’re always on the hunt for the very 

best and most unique products for 

our customers. 

What is your company culture? 

We’re the home of thoughtful gifts and 

strive to be the one-stop-shop for those 

looking for a gift for any occasion. Not only 

do we support small creative businesses, 

but our in-house team are also extremely 

creative themselves, meaning we always 

look to apply innovative approaches to 

everything we do. 

Why is it so important to 

support small? 

Supporting small creative businesses 

is part of our foundation. Our co-founders 

Holly and Sophie have always been 

passionate about supporting small 

businesses by giving them a place to 

be seen and heard online. We strive 

to share the individual stories of our 

wonderful Partners, bringing their 

businesses to life. 

Why is handmade so important to you 

and your customers? 

Many of our Partners are makers and 

artisans who produce their products by 

hand, resulting in unique and one-of-

a-kind gifts designed to be treasured. 

The handmade nature of many of 

our products means that often, no 

two products are the same, meaning 

customers can buy something truly 

heartfelt and made with love.  

Why is it so important to � nd the 

perfect gift for a loved one? 

How do you help shoppers 

achieve that? 

We want to help shoppers to be the most 

thoughtful versions of themselves by 

inspiring them with curated edits, thoughtful 

tips and ways to personalise gifts, making 

our products the perfect choice for their 

loved ones. With so many options available 

in high street shops, it is more important 

We’re always working to bring our readers closer 

to the industry, providing a sneak peek behind the 

scenes of some of the most fabulous companies! 

Here, we have a fresh, trendy and interesting brand for you to 

get to know, who treasure handmade and rejoice in the tradition of gift giving. We speak to 

Holly Harper, Head of Inspiration & New Business at notonthehighstreet! 

than ever to showcase the diversity 

and choice we have on o� er by helping 

customers to understand the beauty and 

added value of buying from a small business. 

How do you source your amazing 

handmade companies and gifts?

We have a dedicated team of curators 

who are always on the hunt for new, 

unique and talented small businesses 

that we can help to grow by supporting 

them on our website. 

What are your curators looking 

for before choosing a product for 

notonthehighstreet? 

Our team are always looking for products 

that are original; something a bit di� erent 

that would make a great gift for someone. 

We have a huge range of diverse products 

available on the site, so our curators are 

looking for ways to add new creations 

into the mix - ones that really feel special.

How can our readers get their creations 

featured on your website? 

Anyone can apply to sell on the website 

by visiting: www.notonthehighstreet.

com/join/why We’d love to hear from new 

sellers who have truly original, one-of-a-

kind ideas and businesses. Before applying 

to sell, it is important to consider what 

makes your product so special, and who 

your target customer is, so you can identify 

the most worthwhile places for your 

products to be sold. 

FUN FACT: 

Notonthehighstreet have around 150 

people working in their Richmond Head 

O�  ce, with at least 5,000 independent 

sellers (Partners) on their site! 

13  years ago came a big 
idea that would inspire the 
nation - bringing together 

the most unique, stylish and 
never-before-seen products

Holly Harper

TALK TO THE BRAND...
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Personalisation is a huge trend right 

now. What do you o� er in this area for 

our readers? 

Many of our baking products can be 

customised, for example baking tins 

with special messages on, personalised 

wooden kitchen tools and even canvases 

embroidered with a special recipe that 

‘Waiting For Date’ Original 

Handcrafted Papercut

by Darin Mount Artwork 

Foiled Paper Plane, 

Anniversary Card

by Mock Up Designs

Personalised Single 

Stem Paper Rose

By The Origami Boutique 

You Mean The World 

Reveal Wheel

by Martha Brook

We’ve put together some of our favourite papercraft items 
available at notonthehighstreet…

could make the perfect keepsake gift for 

a keen baker. 

Where do you source inspiration, 

trends and innovation? 

We constantly keep one eye on the wider 

industry, spending our time hunting for the 

best new products and small businesses. 

Social media is a brilliant way to � nd new 

talent and inspire new ideas, and we spend 

a lot of time doing market research online, 

as well as looking in magazines. We have a 

team dedicated to forecasting trends for all 

areas of the businesses, which helps us to 

ensure that customers can � nd what they 

are looking for, and at the right time. 



HANDPICKED

If you’d like one of your designs to be considered for Handpicked then send it to the Editor at the address below 

along with detailed instructions of how it was made. Don’t forget to tell us a little bit about yourself and include a recent photo.

Handpicked, Making Cards & Papercraft, Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH

or email Sally at sally.jarvis@warnersgroup.co.uk

READER PROJECT
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How I made it...
Using white card I created a card 

blank measuring 14x10.5cm and with 

the fold on the top edge. I chose two 

coordinating blue backing papers, one 

plain and one striped and both from 

Whimsy Stamps’ Winter’s Magic Blue 

digital collection, to cover the card front 

leaving a narrow border all around and 

a join horizontally across the centre. 

I cut a piece of white glitter card to 

measure 14x3cm and stuck a narrower 

piece of vellum over the top, leaving 

a narrow border on the long top and 

bottom edges, before securing it across 

the centre to hide the joins in the papers. 

I stamped and coloured the snowman 

from the Winter Wonderland stamp 

set also by Whimsy Stamps and coloured 

it with Copic markers adding Nuvo 

White Blizzard Glitter Drops to the snow. 

We see many amazing card designs, all using diff erent techniques 

and brands and wish we could bring you them all to share with you 

the amazing talent of our wonderful readers! While we can only 

choose one, for this edition we’ve selected this Christmas card 

by Vicki Parson who has created a traditonal crisp clean cool design!

I die-cut a circle around the snowman 

then mounted it onto a dark blue 

scalloped circle then a slightly larger 

circle cut from white glitter card and 

� xed it to the right side of the border. 

I stamped ‘Winter Wonderland’ in blue ink 

on the left side. Next I decorated the card 

with snow� akes cut from Whimsy Stamps’ 

No-See All Seasons Tree die set and � xed 

around the card for the � nishing touches! 

A little 
about me...
I’ve been involved 
with crafting for 
as long as I can 
remember! Not only 
does my mother craft in some form, 
but my grandmother also enjoyed many 
different types of crafts. My interest in 
paper crafting started in the late 1980s 
after purchasing a few rubber stamps 
and markers. I dabbled here and there, 
but things really took off in the late 1990s 
when I was invited to a Stampin’ Up! Party! 
Shortly after purchasing everything I could, 
I joined as a demonstrator until I saw a 
whole new world with SO MANY different 
products and companies and I have 
branched out from that. Everything I have 
made has been from my own teaching 
and experiences. I give credit to my 
amazing husband for putting up with my 
crafty shenanigans for so many years! 
As long as I’m able and healthy, I will still 
craft somehow!
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Designed by
Janet Machon 

EMBOSSING TECHNIQUES

Make sure your sentiments stand out from the crowd! 

You can do this by embossing in diff erent ways; here 

we have fi ve embossing techniques for you to try. 

5 ways to emboss 
your sentiment

1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank.

2
Cut white card to 11x14cm and 

stamp the border over the panel with 

Spruce ink until it is covered. Use Rouge 

ink for the centres. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Merry & Bright die by Concord & 9th

 Die-cutting machine

Raised embossing
All items above plus:

 Cozy Christmas stamp set by Concord & 9th

 Spruce & Rouge inkpads by Catherine 

 Pooler Designs

3
Die-cut the sentiment 

from this inked panel 

(Picture A).

4
Die-cut the sentiment 

another six times, 

from white card. Layer all 

the sentiments together 

(Picture B), with the 

patterned one on top 

(Picture C)

5
Adhere the panel 

to the card front. 

Carefully attach the 

sentiments back 

in place. 

Die-cut the sentiment from the 
inked panel. 

Die-cut another six times from white card 
and layer together.

Add the inked die-cut on top. 

Die-cut the sentiment 

A B C

Raised embossing technique...

Raised embossing

Layer, layer, layer! Removing a 
piece of the panel then replacing it with layers 
underneath is a great way to add dimension!  

Ta dah!
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1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank. 

2
Cut white card to 11x14cm. Use Rouge ink to stamp the larger border from the Cozy 

Christmas stamp set across the panel. Use Spruce ink to stamp the heart from the 

same set in between.

3
Cover a sheet of white card with double-sided adhesive. Die-cut the sentiment four 

times and layer together.

4
Cover the top sentiment with Crystal Glaze (Picture D) and when dry, attach to the 

middle of the panel.

5
Fix the panel to the card front. 

1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank. 

2
Cut white card the same size as the card front. Use the embossing mat to emboss the 

sentiment in the centre.

3
Trim the panel to 11cm square. Add a strip of red to the top and bottom, so only a 

little can by seen. 

4
Attach the panel to the middle of the card front.  

What do I need?
Dry embossing 
All items above plus:

 Red card

Embossing with Nuvo 
All items above plus:

 Cozy Christmas stamp set by Concord & 9th

 Spruce & Rouge inkpads by Catherine 

 Pooler Designs

 Nuvo Crystal Glaze by Tonic Studios 

Heat embossing 
All items above plus:

 Cozy Christmas stamp set by Concord & 9th

 It’s a Boy, Twilight & Something Borrowed 

 inkpads by Catherine Pooler Designs

 White embossing powder

 Shimmering Pearl Nuvo embossing powder 

 by Tonic Studios 

Inked embossing 
All items at start plus:

 Black card 

 Happy Plaids stamp set by Concord & 9th

 Twilight & Something Borrowed inkpads 

 by Catherine Pooler Designs

Dry embossing

Embossing with Nuvo

Die-cut the sentiment a number of times and 
layer together for height. Apply Crystal 

Glaze on top for the shine! 

Dry embossing: so simple and so chic! Only three 
things needed: card, embossing folder 

and die-cutting machine!  
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1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank. 

2
Cut a panel of white card measuring 11x14cm. Stamp the 

border from the Cozy Christmas stamp set three times across 

the panel, using It’s a Boy, Twilight and Something Borrowed ink.

3 
Die-cut the sentiment three times from white card. 

4
Sprinkle white embossing powder over one of the sentiments 

and heat (Picture E). Repeat another two times with this 

powder, then once with Shimmer Pear powder. 

5
Layer the sentiments together and � x to the centre of the 

panel. Attach the panel to the card front. 

1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank.

2
Cut white card the same size. Use Twilight and Something 

Borrowed ink to stamp the checked patterned across the 

panel until it is covered. Attach to the card front.

3
Cover white card with Something Borrowed ink. Die-cut 

the sentiment from the inked card. 

4
Die-cut the sentiment once again, from black card. 

Layer the two together for a shadow e� ect.

5
Adhere the sentiment to the card front. 

Apply Nuvo Crystal Glaze to your top layer 
of die-cuts. 

Sprinkle embossing powder over your die-
cut and heat.

Where can I buy it?
All products available from 

www.thelittlepapertree.com (07786898191)

D E

Adding Nuvo... Heat embossing...

Heat embossing

Inked embossing

TURN TO PAGE 51 FOR ANOTHER 
CARD PROJECT USING THIS MERRY & 

BRIGHT DIE BY CONCORD & 9TH! 

Heat emboss the top 
sentiment for added height and shimmer! 

Don’t have the right colour of card? 
Ink your card instead, then 

die-cut what you need! 
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Designed by
Debbie von 

Grabler-Crozier 

DIE-CUTTING, INKING 

If you feel that you don’t always have the right colour card to coordinate with the 

colour scheme you would like to use, or haven’t quite got the right embellishments, 

fear not! Here, Debbie gets arty with her craft stash! She shows how you can design 

your own backing papers with inks and stamps, as well as make your own layered 

embellishments that resemble faux China from thick card, inks and die-cuts!  

Get arty!

2
Create an 18x12.8cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Cut blue 

Kraft card to � t the card front and sand 

to distress the edges. 

3
From the lightest green sprayed card, 

cut a large postage stamp and glue 

to the right-hand side of the card front. 

Machine stitch around the postage stamp 

and the card front if desired.

4
Die-cut some crochet lace from the 

lightest sprayed card and attach it to 

the card towards the bottom of the 

postage stamp.

5
With Peeled Paint ink, stamp a narrow 

band of lightly sprayed card with 

a Christmas sentiment (from the Great 

Outdoors stamp set). Attach along the 

bottom of the postage stamp with foam pads. 

a Christmas sentiment (from the Great 

Outdoors stamp set). Attach along the 

bottom of the postage stamp with foam pads. 

What do I need?

For both cards
 White card 

 Blue Kraft card 

 Thin greyboard or slightly thicker card 

 (cereal box or shoe box)

 White acrylic paint

 Faded Jeans & Peeled Paint Archival inkpad

 Shabby Shutters, Peeled Paint, Bundled 

 Sage, Candied Apple, Aged Mahogany, 

 Old Paper, Antique Linen Distress spray stains

 Walnut Stain Distress inkpads 

 Chalk White & Gold Rush Stone Drops 

 by Tonic Studios

 Countdown brads 

 Victorian Carollers Bigz die & Tattered 

 Poinsettia Bigz die by Sizzix 

 Large Funky Festive Thinlits, Stacked 

 Postage Thinlits, Crochet Thinlits & 

 Tags #3 Framelits die set by Sizzix 

 Festive Overlay, Holiday Drawings, 

 Ornate Trims & Great Outdoors stamp sets 

 by Stampers Anonymous

 Clear Rock Candy Distress crackle paint

 Distress resist spray

 Die-cutting machine

6
From the large � orals die, die-cut 

some mistletoe and some assorted 

greenery. Use the white Stone Drops 

to make the mistletoe berries. Add in a 

cluster along with the poinsettia on the 

left of the card front. 

Poinsettias

1
While the Rock Candy is drying on 

your faux China embellishments made 

using the steps, prepare the layers of card. 

Use the spray stains to create one whole 

sheet of green (Peeled Paint) card and cut 

another sheet in half. Make one half Shabby 

Shutters and the other Bundled Sage. 

Cut another sheet in half and make half 

red (Candied Apple and Aged Mahogany) 

and half Old Paper and Peeled Paint. 

Spray the last one with resist spray very 

lightly to add a bit of a grungy sheen. 
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A

C

D

B

How to make faux China 
embellishments

Die-cut your poinsettia or carollers from 
thick card and paint them with white 
acrylic paint. Allow to dry. Stamp with 
your chosen stamp using Faded Jeans 
ink repeating the pattern all over as you 
might expect to see on China.  

Paint Rock Candy crackle paint thickly 
and allow this to dry and crack. When the 
crackle is dry, darken the edges of each 
piece with Walnut Stain Distress ink. 

Emphasise the cracks in the dried Rock 
Candy with Walnut ink. You can use 
a wet wipe to remove any ink that is a 
little bit too dark. 

Layer the poinsettia up and glue 
together. Finish the centre with some 
gold Stone Drops.

China fi gurines  
1

Create a 12.8x18cm white card 

blank. Cover the card front with blue 

Kraft card and sand the edges. 

2
Die-cut a piece of crochet lace from 

the lightest sprayed card from Step 

1 of the previous card. Make a piece of 

‘wallpaper’ using one of the greens and 

an ornate trim stamp with green ink. 

Don’t re-ink after each stamp and the 

wallpaper will look older! 

3
Trim to 10.5x14cm. Attach to the 

centre of the card front and sew with 

black thread along the edges if desired.

4
Add the prepared � gurines and 

then the crochet lace border along 

the bottom. Use the green and red 

sprayed paper to create some holly and 

berries. Add these over the border. 

5
Stamp a sentiment onto a banner 

and � x to the top of the card front. 

Where can I buy it?
Sizzix products available from 

www.sizzix.co.uk 

Stampers Anonymous & Ranger 

products available from 

www.buddlycrafts.com (0800 033 7651)

The beauty of these cards is 
that you can put in a little 

or a lot of detail! 

Pre prepare your inky layers 
to coordinate with your card! 
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Where can I buy it?
Digital images and sentiments available from 

www.doctor-digi.com

Designed by
Ruth Cunliffe 

for Dr Digi's House 
of Stamps

DIGITAL CRAFTING 

For those who love something a little funny and diff erent for their Christmas cards, 

take a look at Dr Digi’s Christmas range of digi images! When you are taking a browse on 

the website, you will be able to receive 20% off  your order with our fab reader off er below! 

Chri� mas at Dr Digi 

Christmas Chris 
1

Cut out a circle using a small plate or 

die (or compass if you don’t have a 

suitable die) from Kraft card and then 

fold in half. Doodle a stitched border 

around the edges. Trim a little bit o�  the 

bottom so that the card doesn’t wobble.

2
Print out and colour the image with 

marker pens. Carefully cut round it, 

leaving a thin white border.

3
Add glossy accents to the nose 

and berries. 

MC&P have teamed up with 

Dr Digi to o� er every reader 

20% o�  everything in their 

Christmas category! All you have to 

do is add the code mcxmas20 at the 

checkout! Just in time for Christmas! 

20% OFF
Reader offer!

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card 

 Sentiment Sheet 01 by Dr Digi

 Computer & printer 

 Promarker pens

 Glossy accents

Christmas Chris   
All items above plus:

 Kraft card

 Christmas Chris digi image by Dr Digi 
 Circle die (or compass & pencil)
 A plate or bowl

 Cocktail stick

 Black fine line pen

4
Print out sentiment onto thin card, 

trim to size and layer onto Kraft card.  

Glue the cocktail stick behind it. Dot a 

line around the edges with the black 

� ne line pen. 

5
Add the image towards the right of 

the card front, using foam pads. 

6
Glue the cocktail stick to the card 

front, just behind part of the 

Christmas pudding. 

Use glossy accents to hold the cocktail 
stick in place as it is quicker to dry 
and can hold the different 
materials together 
better than 
wet glue! 

Digital crafting allows you to print out 
as many times as you need for 

your Christmas cards! 

TOP TIP!
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Christmas party Colin  

1
Create a 14.5cm square white 

card blank. 

What do I need?
Christmas party Colin 
All items at start plus:

 Christmas party Colin digi image by Dr Digi
 Wavy edge die

 Die-cutting machine 

 Patterned paper of your choice 

2
Print and colour your image, 

then carefully cut around it leaving 

a thin white border. Add glossy accents 

to the wine glass. 

Lonely this Christmas

1
Create a 12.7x17.8cm white 

card blank. 

2
Trim white card slightly smaller 

than the card front. Using blue inks, 

blend the background. 

3
When dry, emboss the background 

using a dotted embossing folder 

and randomly dot liquid pearls over the 

‘snow� akes’. Fix to the card front. 

4
Print and colour your image, then 

cut it out leaving a small white 

border around the edges. Add glossy 

accents to her spectacles and the 

snowman’s eyes. 

What do I need?
Lonely this Christmas
All items at start plus:

 Lonely this Christmas by Dr Dig

 Selection of blue inkpads

 Wavy edge die

 Dotted embossing folder

 Die-cutting machine 

 Liquid pearls

5
Print and colour the 

sentiment. Cut it 

out leaving a small white 

border around the edges. 

6
Attach the image 

to the bottom of 

the card front with foam 

pads, then the sentiment 

to the top. 

7
Die-cut some wavy 

edges to look 

like snow, layering as 

required. Attach along 

the bottom of the card 

front with foam pads. 

3
Print the sentiment and layer onto 

patterned paper. 

4
Using a wavy edged die, die-cut the 

right edge of the card front. 

5
Cut white card slightly smaller than 

the card front, die-cut the right edge 

in the same way and mount on patterned 

paper, leaving a border along the top, left 

and bottom sides only. Fix to the card front. 

6
Use foam pads to attach the image 

and the sentiment to the card front. 

7
Add a strip of patterned paper to 

the right edge of the card inside so 

it can be seen behind the wavy edge.

A great way 
to use up your 
printed paper 
scraps – you 
don’t need 
a full sheet 

to sit behind 
layers so 

be creative 
with strips 
of paper!

If you don’t have the wavy edge die, just randomly cut some waves into off-cuts 
of card for the same effect and use as a template. Also, if you don’t have a 

dotted embossing folder, just add more liquid pearl dots to your background! 

TOP TIP!
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Designed by
Kerys Sharrock for 

Whimsy Stamps

STAMPING, LAYERING 

Use these adorable mice stamps from Whimsy Stamps as the focus of your festive designs. 

Stamping 
with Whimsy

Cute as a button 

1
Create a 14cm square white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Cut Kraft card to the same size as the 

card front. Trim striped paper from 

the paper pad slightly smaller than the 

card front and mount on slightly larger red 

card. Layer together. 

3
Cut cream card to 13x8.3cm and 

mount on red card, trimming the long 

edges with the Kinetic Straight Basic die. 

Layer in the centre of the panel.

4
Wrap twine three times around the 

panel, just below centre, and secure 

the ends on the left (these will be covered 

later). Attach the panel to the card front. 

5
Cut a striped strip to 13.3.7cm, mount 

on red card leaving a thin border 

along the long edges only and � x along 

the top of the twine. 

6
Stamp the image on white card 

with Nocturne ink and colour with a 

medium of your choice (I used Prismacolor 

pencils). Die-cut using a notched rectangle 

die and mount onto red card. Attach to the 

right of the card front. 

7
Stamp the sentiment with the same 

ink on white card and die-cut using a 

small tombstone tag die. Use the same die 

to cut a matching red tag. Layer together 

o� set and � x over the twine knot with foam 

pads. Add a button to the top of them. 

What do I need?

For all cards
 Red & white card 

 DIY Christmas paper pad by Simple Stories

 Very Mice Christmas stamp set 

 by Whimsy Stamps 

 Die-cutting machine

 Nocturne VersaFine CLAIR inkpad 

 Colouring medium of your choice 

Cute as a button   

All items above plus:

 Kraft & cream card

 Kinetic Straight Basic die set, Notched 

 Rectangles with Ticket die set & Tombstone 

 Tag die set by Whimsy Stamps

 Green twine 

 Decorative button 

Use up your paper scraps with 
lots of layering and smaller 

panels – so nothing gets wasted! 

MAKE THESE THREE CARDS 
USING THIS STAMP SET!
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Naught or mice?  

1
Create a 14cm square white card 

blank. Cover the card front with red 

card, followed by a slightly smaller panel 

of patterned paper.

2
Cut a thin strip of � oral paper, mount 

on red card leaving a thin border 

along the long sides only and � x to the 

card front just above centre, trimming the 

ends � ush.

3
Stamp the image and colour with a 

medium of your choice. Die-cut the 

image using a hand stitched rectangle die 

and mount onto red card then Kraft card, 

leaving a thin border each time. Place at 

the top of the card front, not securing yet. 

What do I need?
Naught or mice?  
All items at start plus:

 Kraft card 

 Shaker Maker Banner die set & Hand 

 Stitched Nested Rectangles die set 

 by Whimsy Stamps

4
Stamp the sentiment using Nocturne 

ink on white card and cut into banner 

shape. Mount onto red card and adhere to 

the bottom right of the card front. 

5
Use the shaker maker banner 

die to die-cut three patterned 

banners. Attach under the image panel, 

then secure the image on top. 

3
Stamp the image on white card and 

colour. Die-cut image using a circle 

die, mount onto red card and die-cut 

using a stitched circle die. Fix to the card 

front just below centre. 

4
Stamp the sentiment using 

Nocturne ink on white card and cut 

into a thin strip. Mount on red card and 

attach to the bottom of the image circle. 

5
Die-cut leaves and berries from 

white card, red card and green 

patterned paper using the Christmas 

Branches set. Arrange in the top left of 

the card front, tucking behind the image 

and secure in place when happy. 

What do I need?
Celebrate the season 
All items at start plus:

 Stitched Circles die set & Christmas 
 Branches die set by Whimsy Stamps 

Celebrate the season 

1
Create a 14cm square white card 

blank with the fold at the top. Trim 

patterned paper slightly smaller than the 

card front, mount on red card and attach 

to the card front.

2
Trim green striped paper to 6.2x12cm 

and red dotted paper to 11.5x6cm 

and mount both on red card. Fix to the 

card front, overlapping one another.

Where can I buy it?
Whimsy stamps available from 

www.whimsystamps.com
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Designed by
Kate Crane 

BRAYERING, STAMPING 

New contributor Kate has applied her mixed media style to create 

brayered backgrounds behind quirky stamps image, each with a 

diff erent set of wings! 

Wonderful wings 

Butterfly wings 

1
Create a 15cm square white 

card blank. 

2
Cut an 11cm square of smooth white 

card and brayer over the panel using 

Turquoise acrylic paint, brayering a very 

light and patchy layer of paint over the 

panel. Add a second light layer with the 

Peacock paint (Picture A). 

3
Take the Round and Around stamp 

set and stamp around the edges 

using the Archival inkpads in Aquamarine 

and Paradise Teal (Picture B). 

4
Allow to dry, then doodle with the 

Posca paint pen to highlight areas of 

the stamping (Picture C). 

5
Use an old plastic card and small 

amounts of black, gold and pink 

paint to print vertical lines 

on the background and 

to scrape a little black in 

around the edges.

What do I need?
For both cards

 White & black card 

 Jet Black StazOn inkpad 

 Things with Wings stamp set & Round & 
 Around stamp set by Carabelle Studio

 Peacock Feathers, Crushed Olive, Picked 
 Raspberry, Fossilised Amber, Barn Door 
 & Tattered Rose Distress inkpads 

 Water brush or fine paintbrush
 Brayer

 Turquoise, Peacock, Magenta, Gold & Black 
 acrylic paints by Dina Wakley Studio for Ranger

 Aquamarine & Paradise Teal Archival inkpad 
 White fine tip paint pen by Posca
 Old plastic card (or gift card)

 Diamond Stickles glitter glue 
 Optional: sewing machine

Butterfly wings  
All items above plus:

 Quirky stamp set & Spread your Wings 
 stamp set by Carabelle Studio

 Small piece of acetate 

About Kate...
I like to describe myself as an accidental artist! I have made things all my life including 

dressmaking and knitting/crochet as well as mixed media art and stamping, but as I 

became more aware of art groups during the early days of the internet I became more 

involved in art. I gradually started teaching, writing for magazines and then designing 

rubber stamps, all of which eventually took over my regular day job as a teacher. 

For a more ‘patchy’ background 
effect, try brayering! 

TECHNIQUE CHECK! Using acetate for the wings 
allows the inky background 

to show through!

Layer two sets of 
wings together, 

lifting the top set, 
for extra dimension! 

“Some of the 
materials I used 

are flexible. 
For instance, I 
used Distress 
inks to colour 

the images 
but it could 

easily be done 
with Copics or 
watercolours!” 

Kate 
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6
Stamp the character from the Quirky 

set, then cut out leaving a 1mm 

border. Colour the image using Distress 

inkpads, by picking up the ink from the 

inkpad with a wet paintbrush. Add a little 

extra detail with a Posca paint pen.

7
Take the butter� y image from the 

Spread your Wings set and stamp 

onto acetate with black ink. Cut out the 

butter� y from the centre of the image. 

Adhere the butter� y wings to the reverse 

of the stamped image (Picture D).

8
Mount this onto black card and trim 

to leave a small border. At this stage 

it is optional to add stitching around the 

edge with a regular sewing machine.

9
Mount this onto a 12.5cm square of 

white card with foam pads, then the 

whole thing onto the card front with foam 

pads, towards the top. 

10
Attach the image to the panel, the 

lower edge of the main image can 

also be attached with foam pads. 

11
Add some Stickles to the image and 

the background for a touch of sparkle.

A B

C D

Make your background...

Roll the brayer over the card with paint 
for a patchy look. 

Use two different inks to stamp a border. 

Stamp, colour and cut out your 
character. Add acetate wings! 

Highlight areas of the stamping with a 
Posca pen.

Fairy wings   

1
Create a 10.5x21cm white 

card blank. 

2
Stamp the image onto smooth white 

card, stamping the wings area twice. 

Cut out allowing a 1mm white border.

3
Colour the image using Distress 

inkpads.

4
Cut smooth white card to measure 

6.5x14.5cm. Use Steps 2-5 from the 

previous card to colour the panel. 

5
Mount the background on black card 

keeping a thin border. It is optional at 

this stage to stitch around the edges with 

a sewing machine.

6
Mount onto white card measuring 

8x16cm. Use foam pads to mount this 

onto white card measuring 8.5x17cm, then 

again onto the card front with foam pads.

Where can I buy it?
Stamp sets from 

www.afth.co.uk (01423 873739)

7
Glue the extra wings to the reverse 

of the image, so you can lift the top 

wings for dimension. Secure to the inked 

panel. Add some Stickles to the image 

and the background for a touch of sparkle.

“Like many mixed media artists, 

I see no reason why I can’ t combine 

mixed media techniques with 

card making!”
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Use your palest grey or blue marker pen to 

lightly create shadows on the side away 

from where your imaginary ‘sun’ is, then on 

the sunny side use a very � ne glitter glue 

such as Stickles to create highlights, like 

snow glinting in the sun.

Jane Willis

My favourite way to get the feel of snow is the 

paint � ick! Get a small amount of white paint, 

two paintbrushes dip one in paint and tap on the 

other over the image and you’ll get a nice random 

splatter of snow. Or if you’re feeling risky u can dip 

your � ngers in and just � ick it on the page! xx

Gecc Spendelow

I use a glue pen 

along edges of 

house rooves or on 

tree branches & then 

use iridescent glitter 

to add the sparkle of 

freshly laid snow...

Sara Hawkins

Snow� ake stamps and white 

heat embossing powder 

gives a nice snow e� ect. 

Especially the snow� ake 

tinsel embossing powder.

Karen Salveta 

I use my intricate glue with � ne nozzle, and glue and brush for 

larger areas with pure white glitter, love this on my cards.

Susan Ede

I like to use a � ne tip glue applicator with PVA glue and then sprinkle with 

Stampendous fun � ock. Press down lightly and remove the excess.

Marianne Fisher 

I have a small bottle of white � u� y 

stu�  by Woodware which I've had 

in my stash for about 12 years - I'm 

not even sure if Woodware makes 

it anymore but I know other brands 

do. You just squeeze it where you 

want snow and gently heat it with 

a heat gun. It pu� s up and looks 

fantastic! I use it for the trim on 

Santa's hat etc too.

Sarah Wilks

I like using crushed velvet 

� ock to keep the soft 

fuzziness of snow. Added 

glitter and paint � icks for a 

nice snowstorm!

Tiffany Scattergood

I bought a bag of arti� cial 

snow. I put glue on card then 

sprinkle it on. I added glitter 

through it so it twinkles.

Anne Daily
I adore using white and 

� uorescent glitters and 

embossing powders but 

for a simpler look I love 

colouring the scene in and 

adding a touch of sparkle 

with my spectrum noir 

sparkle pens.

Madison Walsh 

I like a couple of 

techniques using stamps 

and embossing powders 

and also � ne tip glue 

and pure white glitter 

with some iridescent 

mixed in with it.

Alisha Rimell 

I use ExpandIt from Colourcraft 

and if I want extra sparkle I add 

some extra � ne iridescent glitter 

before I heat set the ExpandIt.

Suzi Baker McKenzie 

I have just discovered POSCA paint pens 

so small white dots from a pen is 

snow for this year!

Cherryl Thomas 

I use Aleene's Glitter Snow on my cards and it always turns 

out beautifully, especially when I use a tiny or next couple 

sizes up of paint brush (depending on the image used).

It’s not too over the top glitter, just enough to make the 

"item(s)" painted with it. ;) x

Marg Byatt

YOUR ANSWERS
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I have some snow paste which I will 

put glitter on to get the right look 

of frosty snow. If colouring I use the 

lightest blue for daylight and the 

lightest grey for evening or night.

Kirsten Persson Kristensen

There are di� erent ways, depending how elaborate you 

want to go... For a larger area, let's say a snowman, you 

can use white crackle paint and then dab on some white/

iridescent glitter glue. You can also make "thicker" snow by 

mixing white and shimmer glitter with glossy accents and a 

bit of white embossing powder to make it more opaque.

Petra Beck

"What would be your best tip for creating 

the look of snow on your designs?"

Star 
Answer
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Designed by
Jeni Machon

MASKING, DIE-CUTTING, EMBOSSING, INKING 

Make your white sentiment stand out from a bold background! 

Contributor Jeni has three diff erent techniques for you to try; masking 

the sentiment and inking over it, die-cutting the sentiment from white 

card and sticking over the colour, plus white embossing the sentiment 

fi rst and inking over it – also known as the emboss resist technique! 

Working with 
white sentiments

A

C

B

Masking technique...

Die-cut letters from masking paper. 

Place them onto your card and blend 
ink over. 

Carefully remove the masks to 
reveal white! 

To help lift the corners of the 
masked letters, use a craft knife 

to ease the paper up! 

Running the masked paper through your 
die-cutting machine sandwiched between 

printer paper secures it that little bit more! 

Salty Ocean and Blueprint Sketch 
Distress oxides were used to 

blend this background 

TOP TIP!

PRODUCT CHECK! 
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1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top.

2
Trim watercolour card the same size. 

3
Die-cut the letters to spell 

‘Merry Christmas’ from masking 

paper (Picture A). 

4
Place the letters on the card panel 

and run through your die-cutting 

machine between printer paper to 

secure in place. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Watercolour card 

 Die-cutting machine

Masking   
All items above plus:

 Double Cut Alpha die by Concord & 9th

 Salty Ocean & Blueprint Sketch 

 Distress oxides

 Life Changing blending blend 

 by Picket Fence Studio

 Masking paper by Inkadinkadoo 

5
Use a blending brush to blend 

Blueprint Sketch and Salty Ocean 

Distress oxides over the panel (Picture B). 

6
Carefully remove the masked letters 

to reveal white underneath (Picture 

C). Attach the panel to the card front. 

1
Create an 11x14cm white top 

folding card blank.

2
Trim watercolour card the same 

size as the card front.

3
Spritz water over the card, 

then tap on Limoncello and 

Samba powder (Picture D). 

4
Add a little more water and powder as 

needed. Move the card to spread out 

the colour. When happy with the distribution 

of colour, leave to dry (Picture E). 

5
Adhere double-sided adhesive to 

white card and die-cut the sentiment. 

6
Remove the backing and place on the 

inked panel. You may want to use a 

bone folder to secure it in place. 

7
Attach the panel to the card front.  

Die-cut 
What do I need?
Die-cut
All items at start plus:

 Merry & Bright die by Concord & 9th
 Limoncello & Samba Carnival Color Burst 

 by Ken Oliver & Catherine Pooler Designs 
 Double-sided adhesive 

Masking 

D

E

Die-cut technique

Spritz watercolour card and tap 
on powders. 

Keep spritzing and adding more powder 
until happy! TURN TO PAGE 39 FOR ANOTHER PROJECT USING THIS CONCORD & 9TH DIE – MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR STASH! 

Place your work on kitchen towel to 
protect the surface underneath! 

TOP TIP!
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Emboss resist 

1
Create a 14x11cm white card blank.

2
Cut watercolour card to 14x11cm.

3
Stamp the snow� akes and the 

sentiment onto the smooth side of 

the watercolour card using VersaMark ink. 

Sprinkle with white embossing powder 

and heat to set.

4
Apply Limoncello, Suede Shoes and 

Mardi Gras powder to the card, then 

spritz with water (Picture F). 

5
Add more colour and also Limoncello 

Sparkle with a little water. Move 

the card around to spread the shimmer 

(Picture G). 

6
Bu�  any colour from the embossed 

areas with kitchen towel.

7
Attach the panel to the card front. 

What do I need?
Emboss resist 
All items at start plus:

 Corner Holiday stamp by Avery Elle

 Limoncello, Suede Shoes, Mardi Gras & 

 Limoncello Sparkle Carnival Color Burst 

 by Ken Oliver & Catherine Pooler Designs 

 White embossing powder 

 VersaMark inkpad 

WOW!SUBSCRIBER REWARD PRIZE! 
As a little thank you to our subscribers we o� er the Subscriber Reward Prize! 

Every month we pick three of our lovely subscribers at random to receive a 

crafty prize! This month we’re delighted to announce the lucky winners as, 

Janice Lowther from Buckden, Mrs Thomasina from Cumnock and 

Mrs Denise Ceri Grainger from Plymstock! Congratulations all – a selection of 

crafty goodies is on its way to each of you!

Where can I buy it?
All products available from 

www.thelittlepapertree.com (07786898191)

F G

Heat emboss snowflakes, then apply 
powders with water. 

Add more powders and water, moving the 
card to spread the colour. 

Emboss resist technique

Carnival Color Burst by Ken Oliver and 
Catherine Pooler Designs were used for 
these last card – we love how they mix 

with water for a marbled effect! 
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Designed by
Amanda Branston 
for Lavinia Stamps  

BRAYERING, INKING, STAMPING, MASKING 

Create a mask for your backgrounds and brayer over with ink to make 

either a large area of inky colour around a focal point or even the moon! 

Masked brayering

What do I need?
For both cards

 White card

 Speedball brayer

 4in round Gell Press

 Large stamp block for the Gell Press

Three kings   
All items above plus:

 Blue card 

 Three Kings, Christmas Words & Stars 2 

 Miniature stamp sets by Lavinia Stamps 

 Broken China Distress inkpad

 Warm Breeze VersaFine Clair inkpad 

 Liquid pearls 

 Holographic glitter

Three kings  

1
Create a 16.8cm square white card 

blank. Cut blue card to 15.3cm square 

and � x to the centre of the card front. 

2
Stamp the Three Kings onto a sticky 

note/scrap paper and cut out to size.

3
Place the Gell Press onto a large 

stamp block so you are 

able to pick up and turnover 

the Gell Press. Using the 

brayer with the Broken China 

ink, cover the Gell Press. 

4
Cut white card to 14.5cm square. 

Place your Three Kings mask in the 

centre of the panel. Lift up the block, turn 

over and place the Gell Press in the centre 

of the card ensuring that the mask is 

central. Peel o�  the Gell Press and remove 

the mask.

Amanda used the 4in round Gell Press, which is a fantastic way 

of creating backgrounds, as it is almost like screen printing. 

To view demonstrations of the Gel Press, visit 

https://laviniastamps.com/video-page/

What is a Gel Press?
Amanda used the 4in round Gell Press, which is a fantastic way 

Where can I buy it?
Lavinia Stamps products available from 

www.laviniastamps.com (01824 710691)

Flick water 
over the Gel 

Press to make 
this water 

effect, great 
for a moon! 

Use a masking 
technique 

to make the 
landscape! 
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What do I need?
Hope  
All items at start plus:

 Grey card 

 3 Kings & Star & Christmas Blessings 
 stamp sets by Lavinia Stamps

 Hickory Smoke Distress inkpad

 Nocturne & Morning Mist VersaFine 
 Clair inkpad 

 Mini Smoothies

 Stardust Sparkle & white Gelly Roll glitter pens 

Hope   

1
Create a 10x21cm 

white card blank. 

Trim grey card to 

9.5x20.5cm and adhere 

to the card front. 

2
Using the brayer 

with the Hickory 

Smoke ink, cover the 

Gell Press. Gently 

splash water over 

the Gell Press.

3
Cut white card to 8.5x19.5cm and place over the top, ensuring 

the Gell Press is towards the top of the card. Rub the card, 

then peel o�  the Gell Press (this creates your large moon).

4
Cut or rip scrap paper to create a landscape mask. Using a 

Mini Smoothie, blend Hickory Smoke ink over the edge of 

the landscape mask starting at the bottom of the card, covering 

over the top part of the area. Move up the mask and repeat twice 

more. Blend Hickory Smoke around the edges of the card.

5
Stamp the smallest king using Morning Mist ink at the top of 

the landscaped area.

6
Stamp the medium king in the centre of the landscape and 

the largest king at the bottom using Nocturne ink. 

7
Stamp the star using Nocturne ink on the moon.

8
Mask o�  all the words apart from ‘Hope’ on the Christmas 

Blessings stamp, ink up with Nocturne ink and remove the 

mask. Stamp this on white card. Repeat but this time mask o�  all 

words other than ‘Faith’, and then ‘Peace’. Leave enough space so 

you can cut out each word. Once you have cut them out, blend 

Hickory Smoke around the edges. Highlight two opposite corners 

using the Gelly Roll Stardust pen.  

9
Add sparkle to the moon by drawing around the edges of 

the watermarks using the Gelly Roll Stardust pen. Attach the 

words with foam pads as shown. Fix the panel to the centre of the 

card front with foam pads. 

5
Remove the mask. Ink the Three Kings stamp using Warm 

Breeze ink and stamp this directly over the clear space left 

by the mask. 

6
Place the mask back over the Three Kings and stamp the 

Christmas Words repeatedly over the panel with Broken 

China ink, moving the height of the stamp so as not to repeat the 

wording. Remove the mask.

7
Stamp the Stars 2 Miniature stamp around the edge of the 

blue circle, again using Warm Breeze.

8
Attach the panel to the blue card on the card front. Dot 

liquid pearls to the centre of the stars and then sprinkle with 

holographic glitter. Shake away the excess and allow to dry. 

FREE projects

COMPETITIONS

SPECIAL OFFERS

SHOPPING 
GUIDES

TOP TIPS

READER 
MAKES

www.making-cards.uk/SAYHELLO

So what are you waiting for?

COME AND 
SAY HELLO!

FREE EMAIL NEWSLETTER
& PAPERCRAFT

Pop along for a friendly chat and a crafty cuppa while you 

browse. We specialise in all things paper craft. Whether you 

are looking for new skills or inspiration for new products 

or topping up your craftstash we will be able to help you. 

Simply pop in to � nd out when our next classes will be held.

Station Road, Cupar, 
Fife, Scotland 

KY15 5HX
Tel: 01334 654606

McOyster 

Papercrafts 

at Poles Apart

M  Oyster Paper Crafts
at Poles Apart

c

Opening Times

Monday-Wednesday and Friday 9am-4.30pm

Thursday 9am -12pm, Saturday 9am-4.00pm

ALL YOU PAPER CRAFT PRODUCTS IN STORE
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Designed by 
Sheila Halliwell

QUICK CARDS

Just in time for Christmas, Hunkydory have a new range of traditional backing papers, 

toppers and sentiments for you to use, called A Festive Family Christmas Luxury Card 

Collection - perfect for those last minute makes! 

Traditional Chri� mas

Just for you sister 
Create a 17.5cm square white card blank, fold on the top edge. 

Cover the card front in reindeer card. Layer the large greeting in the top 

left corner using foam pads, mount the ‘Just for you’ sentiment on to 

gold mirri card and attach above the reindeer using double-sided tape. 

Add the ‘Sister’ die-cut below using foam pads. Place three layers of foam 

pads centrally on the back of the die-cut foliage panel and one either end 

creating a bowed e� ect when � xed to the card as shown. Add a reindeer 

on top. Stick three blue pearls to the centre of the snow� akes on the 

border strip. Trim the coordinating A4 insert to � t inside to � nish.

All I want for Christmas is you 
Create a 15x21cm white card blank and cover the front in gold mirri card. 

Trim the snow� ake foiled card to 14.5x20.5cm and � x centrally on top. Cut two 

further pieces of the snow� ake foiled card to measure 7.5x17cm and 5x14cm, 

mount each onto gold mirri card and layer together. Wrap red ribbon around tie 

in a bow. Fix on the left side of the card front. Add the square sentiment topper 

as shown using foam pads and embellish with red pearls. 

Trim an insert to � t inside the card and attach with double-sided tape.

Season’s greetings 
Cut and fold white card to create a card blank measuring 14.5x10cm. Cover the card 

front with gold mirri card then add a slightly smaller panel of foiled card on top, 

border on the left side. Cut a matching border panel and add it to the card front 

using foam pads. Using the die-cut � owers and foliage, create a small cluster and 

place it on top. Tuck a small tag under the cluster. Attach the square topper on the 

right side. Trim an insert to � t inside the card and attach with double-sided tape. 
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mas
The 

Manor & Ashbury
Hotels

The Only Sport, Craft & 
Spa Hotels in the UK

20
over

crafts

50
over

sports

Okehampton, Devon

0800 955 0283
activityhotelbreaks.co.uk

The 3 Star Hotel with 
5 Star Facilities

Early 2020 3nt

weekends from only

£200
per person

Together with Hunkydory we are going to make one 

reader’s Christmas by sending them all these prizes! 

The lucky reader will receive this huge bundle of 

top quality products;

♥ 4 Prism Brush Marker sets in Blue Lagoon, Heavenly 

Sunset, Forest Walk and Berry Burst

♥ The Prism Crafting Handbook Vol.6 

♥ Prism Premium Watercolour Card in A5 and A4

♥ Beautiful Blooms, Oh So Pretty Petals, Perfect Posy, 

Simply Floral, A Beautiful Day, Follow Your Dreams, 

Friends and Family, You Are Loved, Dream, Hello, Love 

and Thanks stamps from the For The Love of Stamps range. 

View the full range of Hunkydory products at 

www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk (01772 272577)

GIVEAWAY!
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Designed by
Tallie Clewley for 

Heffy Doodle 

MASKING, STAMPING, DIE-CUTTING, EMBOSSING 

These Heff y Doodle stamps are perfect for creating scenes on cards that tell a story. 

Whether you use one layer or several, masking is a useful technique; the fi rst card 

features a one layer scene spanning the whole panel, each image masked off  before 

stamping the next. The second card focuses in on a smaller portion of the scene, 

raising the main character for added dimension. 

Scene building

One layer scene  

1
Create a white A6 sized card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Stamp the elements from the stamp 

set onto card the same size as the 

card front starting with those in front 

(Mr and Mrs Claus) and ending with 

the trees in back. After stamping each 

element, cover it with a mask stamped and 

fussy cut from low stick masking paper. 

Cover, then stamp the next element. 

3
Once stamped, remove the masks 

and colour the scene with alcohol 

markers. I kept the darker colours in the 

background and the lighter colours in the 

front to give the scene some dimension. 

Use at least three markers of each colour 

to add depth to the scene.

4
Stamp your sentiment from the 

Holiday Sentiment Duos set in 

black ink across the top. Cover in clear 

embossing powder and heat to set. 

5
Attach the panel to the card front. 

To � nish, add dots randomly around 

the card front with a white gel pen to 

create a snowy e� ect. 

What do I need?
For both cards

 White card 

 Santa’s Village stamp set & Holiday 

 Sentiment Duos stamp set by Heffy Doodle 

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad 

 Selection of alcohol marker pens 

 Masking paper or sticky notes

 White gel pen

One layer scene   
All items above plus:

 Clear embossing powder

When making 
any one layer 
scene card, it 
is important 

to plan out the 
design ahead of 
stamping so you 
can identify the 
elements to be 
stamped first. 

Build up your 
scene by masking 

off each image 
you stamp 

in turn! 
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Two layer scene   

1
Create a white A6 sized card blank. 

2
Stamp the bakery on white card, 

then again on masking paper. 

Cut out and place over the � rst as a 

mask. Stamp the trees over the right of 

the bakery. Stamp Mrs Claus and trim to 

size. Remove the masks and colour all 

the pieces with markers. 

3
For the sky around the bakery and 

trees, blend a gradient of Faded Jeans, 

Peacock Feathers and Cracked Pistachio.

4
Use a Stitched Circle die to create a 

circular aperture in the top of white 

card the same size as the card front. 

Arrange the elements of the scene behind 

the aperture, trimming to size. Use foam 

pads to attach Mrs Claus to the scene. 

Fix the aperture to the card front. 

5
Use VersaMark ink to stamp the 

greeting on black card. Cover with 

white embossing powder and heat to 

set. Die-cut using the Strips of Ease dies 

to create an even strip. Attach under the 

scene using foam pads. 

6
Use your white gel pen to add dots 

around the scene to complete the 

wintery feel!

What do I need?
Two layer scene  
All items at start plus:

 Black card 

 Stitched Circles dies & Strips of Ease 

 dies by Heffy Doodle 

 Die-cutting machine 

 Faded Jeans, Peacock Feathers & Cracked 

 Pistachio Distress inkpads 

 White embossing powder

 VersaMark clear embossing inkpad 

A B

C D

How to build scenes...

Arrange your stamps until you are happy 
with the scene.

Stamp the images, masking them off as you 
go until complete. 

Blend around the scene with Distress inks. Select a smaller amount of images for a 
more focused scene. Ta dah!

Where can I buy it?
Stamps & dies available from 

www.he� ydoodle.com 

This card focuses in on a specific part 
of the scene from the first card: 

Mrs Claus and her bakery.

Tallie has added a second layer to this 
scene by trimming Mrs Claus to size 

and adding with foam pads! 





Crate Paper Merry Days epoxy paperclips (£4.99)

www.heylittlemagpie.com (01925 244460)

F EELING F EST IV E
Get crafty this Christmas with some of the top festive 

products on the market we know ‘yule’ love! 

Rose Quartz 
Biodegradable Glitter (£6.00)

www.ecostardust.com 
(01179 415398)

See our November issue for more info on eco-friendly glitter this Christmas!

Echo Park Sweet 

Snowman washi tape (£3.99)

www.craftie-charlie.co.uk

TRENDING RIGHT NOW
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Christmas Re� ections 
Foiled Acetate (£4.99)

www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk 
(01772 272577)

61

SALLY
LOV ES!

Foxes in Christmas Hats 19mm polyester ribbon (5m) (£3.75)www.etsy.com/shop/sewwhoyouare

Here Comes Santa A5 Stamp Set (£17.99)

www.indigoblue.com (01777 701980)

First Edition Believe In 
Magic 8x8 paper pad (£9.99)

www.therange.co.uk (03450 267598)

Sizzix Thinlits Scandi Star Dies (£14.00)
www.hobbycraft.co.uk (03300 261400)

Simply Creative Glittered Poinsettias (£1.99)

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk (01388 663251)

info on eco-friendly glitter 

RYAN
LOV ES!

Making Cards & Papercraft December 2019
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Designed by
Jennifer Jackson 
for Newton's Nook 

Designs  

EMBOSSING, DIE-CUTTING, STAMPING 

Keen to learn more about adding dimension but not sure which elements to start 

with? Here, Jennifer from Newton’s Nook Designs has taken diff erent parts of the card 

design and added texture; a background panel with texture paste, white sentiments 

standing bold against black card and a white outline for the main image. 

Textured elements

Christmas kittens  

1
Create an 11x14cm Kraft card blank.

2
Cut red card to 7.5x11cm. Place the 

Holiday Foliage stencil over the card 

and add white texture paste using a palette 

knife over the stencil. Set aside to dry.

3
Die-cut a scalloped edge border using 

the Sky Borders die set from green 

card. Fix behind the left long edge of the 

red embossed card when that panel is dry. 

Attach to the card front. 

4
Stamp the image of the cat family 

from the Newton’s Christmas Kitten 

stamp set onto white card using black ink 

on watercolour paper. 

5
Colour the image with pens (Zig Clean 

Color brush markers were used here). 

6
Die-cut the image using the stitched 

square die from the Frames Squared 

die set. Attach to the top of the card front 

using foam pads. 

and add white texture paste using a palette 

What do I need?

For both cards
 Red & black card 

 VersaMark inkpad   

 White embossing powder 

Christmas kittens   

All items above plus:

 Green card 

 Newton’s Christmas Kittens stamp set, Frames 

 Squared die set, Frames & Flags die set & 

 Holiday Foliage stencil by Newton’s Nook Designs

 Watercolor paper

 Jet Black Archival inkpad 

 Selection of Zig Clean Color brush markers 

 Matte White texture paste by Ranger

 White twine

Turn to page 39 for five card projects 
using more embossing techniques!

A scalloped edge is a fun way to frame an image – 
why not add it around more sides or use a 

punch if you don’t have a die!  

For more ways to use white 
sentiments, turn to page 51!



Where can I buy it?
Newton’s Nook Designs products available from 

www.newtonsnookdesigns.com

Creations By Rod

Handmade Storage Solutions for Crafters

Now in our 12th year of designing, hand building and
supplying storage for crafters

Available to order now from my website
 (www.creations-by-rod.co.uk).

Payments are handled via PayPal.

Printable catalogue in .PDF format is available free to
download from my website.

Creations By Rod, Dept MC, The Great Barn (Workshop)
Stede Hill, Harrietsham, Kent ME17 1NR

www.creations-by-rod.co.uk
Craft Storage Units

Price from: £45.95 each (inc FREE postage UK mainland)
10% discounts available for orders of 3 or more!

Will also fit IKEA KALLAX/EXPEDIT & similar Cubes

Over 20 different units available for storing paper, pens,
pencils, markers, ribbons, cutting dies, punches, ink
pads, embroidery threads and general “stash”, etc!
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EXCLUSIVELY available from

www.katzandcocraft.co.uk
Unit 1 The Balcony, The Market Hall, Tennant Street, 

Derby DE1 2DB Tuesday to Saturday 9 till 4.30. Closed Mondays.

Mail order available. 07507 980313

FACEBOOK -Katz & Co. Craft

Unique, Quirky & original designs
by artist and designer Kate Collins

CARD MAKING WEEKEND BREAKS 

PLEASE PHONE FOR INFORMATION:

01253 623059/01253 625065

in Blackpool
Marge & Terri invite you to 

a weekend of Home From 

Home Card making in Blackpool.

Share your ideas and learn new techniques of Card 

making during a fun � lled weekend. Friday to Sunday.

Now booking
for Turkey &
Tinsel Craft

Fri 29th Nov –
Sun 1st Dec

Main street   

1
Create a 14x11cm 

red card blank with 

the fold at the top. 

2
Cut Kraft card to 

14x7cm. Stamp 

the large image of the 

street of buildings 

from the Main Street 

Christmas set using 

VersaMark ink. Sprinkle 

with white embossing 

powder and heat to 

emboss. 

3
Add some 

colour to 

the image using 

colouring pencils. 

4
Die-cut a scalloped 

border from white 

using the Sky Borders die set. 

Adhere along the bottom of 

the embossed panel. 

5
Cut a 3x14cm strip of black card. Stamp the sentiment along 

the bottom of the strip using VersaMark ink and emboss 

with white embossing powder. 

6
Adhere the strip to the bottom of the card front, so a little 

red can still be seen.

7
Adhere the embossed panel above the sentiment. 

8
Wrap twine around the bottom of the city scene, tying in a 

bow on the right.

7
Die-cut a banner using the Frames & Flags die set from 

black card. 

8
Stamp the sentiment from the Newton’s Christmas Kittens 

stamp set onto the banner using VersaMark ink and emboss 

with white embossing powder. Attach under the stamped image. 

9
Tie white twine around the left of the card front, tying in a 

bow towards the top. 

What do I need?
Main street  
All items at start plus:

Main Street Christmas stamp set & Sky 
Borders die set Newton’s Nook Designs

 Kraft & white card 

Faber Castell Polychromos colouring pencils 
White embossing Powder 

 White & red twine
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Perfect penguin
Hi... I wanted to show just how versatile 

I � nd your papers and toppers. Whether 

your style is CAS. frilly and fancy or 

somewhere inbetween, you won’t 

be disappointed. Thanks for a fab 

magazine at a great price too!

Jo Lovering, via Facebook

Star Letter

www.facebook.com/makingcards www.twitter.com/makingcards www.pinterest.com/makingcardsmag www.instagram.com/makingcardsmakingcardsletters@warnersgroup.co.uk

If you’d like to share your crafting thoughts or projects then get in touch, we love to hear from you! 

T HE SOCIAL SCENE

Or send your letters to: 
Dear Making Cards, Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH 

The star letter will receive a crafty gift!

CPC for all seasons
It only took 15 minutes to make each 

card using the Winter Girl CPC from the 

October issue! It’s amazing to get two 

very di� erent seasonal cards out of one 

collection... I love value for money!

Louise Homer

Stealthy design
Thank you SO much Sally and the team for the mention on your ‘ones to watch’ section! 

I am so thrilled! This week I had a little play with some gorgeous paper from a previous 

edition. I LOVE these soft watercolour designs. It worked a treat with the ‘stealth’ 

design I created using Whimsy Stamps Dies. Thanks for the beautiful papers each 

month, there’s always something a little di� erent. I love that there’s a broad range, 

from the psychedelic to the pretty and cute. Catering for every taste! 

Wendy Nicola Jackson, via Facebook

Get in touch...

YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR WINTER GRL 
CRAFT PAPER COLLECTION

SET ON OUR WEBSITE! 
WWW.MAKING-CARDS.COM

Hi... I wanted to show just how versatile 

I � nd your papers and toppers. Whether 

PRIZE WINNER
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Winter Girls
Thought you would like to see my e� orts 

with the Winter Girl toppers in the October 

edition. They are cute!

Enfys Cashmore

October duo
My � rst two cards from the Winter 

Girl Craft Paper Collection from the 

October issue! 

Susan Thomson, via Facebook

We love seeing pictures of your style. Join the community and 

tag us in your posts using  #MakingCardsMagazine.

Snap it up!

♥♥

♥

Made this cute little set of notecards using the Winter Girl CPC from October’s 

@makingcardsmagazine I absolutely love them and they will be perfect to send out to friends 

#shinysilvertreasures #craft #crafts #cardmaker #cardmaking #papercrafts #papercraft 

#makingcardsmagazine #makingcardsandpapercraftmagazine #notecards

shinysilvertreasures

17 LIKES

Cute card using the papers from the October edition 

of @makingcardsmagazine and a First Edition die.

#cardmaking #makingcards #cardmaker 

#cardmakersofi nstagram #cardmakingisfun 

#makingcardsandpapercraftmagazine 

#makingcardsisfun #crafts #crafting #craftideas 

#craftersofi nstagram #papercraftaddict 

#addictedtopaper #addictedtopapercrafts 

#handmadewithlove #handmade #hazellovescrafts 

#mattingandlayering #diecutting

hazellovescrafts

12 LIKES

First make with the October 

#makingcardsmagazine papers 

#cardmaking #papercraft #distressoxide 

#diecutting

8 LIKES

penandinkish



next
month!

HOW TO CREATE THE 

LOOK OF GLOWING LIGHT 

PERFECT YOUR 
COLOURING!

THE NEW ANIMAL FREE 

DIGI DOWNLOAD SERIES! 

INSIDE YOUR JANUARY EDITION

OF MAKING CARDS & PAPERCRAFT!

JANUARY
2020

DIGITAL EDITION ON SALE THURSDAY 5TH DECEMBER  SUBSCRIBER COPIES POSTEDTHURSDAY 5TH DECEMBER
IN SHOPS

THURSDAY 12TH DECEMBER 

5 ways to use veLlum 

Introducing: 



THE little machine

with BIG
capabilities!

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.CRAFTERSCOMPANION.COM

INTRODUCING the Gemini Mini! 

PORTABLE - Compact and lightweight

PRECISE - Perfect results every time

PRACTICAL - Suction feet to hold in place
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